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CAMP LEJEUNE FILTERS AND SOFTENERS

The equipment supplied by Refinite Water Conditioning Company for Camp LeJeune
consists of two (2) vertical pressure filters, valves for a third and two (2)
water softeners. The whole system is fully automatic in operation and is con-
trolled by a Refinite Hydro-Commander using a Modicon 84 programmable controller.
All operations for backwashing the filters and regeneration of the softeners is
carried out by the use of Refinite/Aquamatic multi-port valves.

Please refer to Refinite drawings RF-gIO-IF and RF-glO-5, this show the three
vertical pressure filters and softeners with automatic multi-port valves, also
refer to Refinite drawing RF-910-14 which shows in diagramatic form the connections
to and from the filters and softeners. With reference to the filters, it will be
noted that the multi-port valve is in the center of the pipe layout, however,
there are two valves which control the inlet water to the multi-port valve. These
are both automatic valves and are a necessary adjunct to the multi-port valve be-
cause they. control whether the water entering the valve will be backwash water or
raw water. In normal operation, the raw water valve will be open, water will pass
into the multi-port valve, flow through the top of the filter downwards through the
filter back into the multi-port valve and into service.

After the filter have been in operation for a length of time, they will require
backwashing. Backwash will be initiated by the loss of head on one of the filters
indicating that there is build-up on the media bed. The loss of head gauge will
send a signal to the Hydro-Commander which will, through its program,send a signal
which will cause the raw water valve to close and the backwash valve to open. At
the very same time, a signal will be sent to the multi-port valve which will index
round to the backwash position. A limit switch will stop the motor running at the
correct position; ready for backwash. During backwash, the surface wash system will
also operateto lean the bed. The Hydro-Commander will rinse the filter and return
it to service.

This is a very simple arrangement, during the backwash of one filter, the Hydro-
Commander will block out any signals coming from the other two filters to ensure
that only one filter can backwash at a time. However, the filter next in line will
be memorized by the Hydro-Commander which, at the end of backwashing, the first filter
to be backwashed will then start backwashing, the second and so on. These need not
necessarily be in their numerically order.

In the case of the softeners, the operation is very similar, a meter will measure
the amount of soft water that has passed through it. When it reaches the prede-
termined amount, send a signal to the Hydro-Commander which will index the electric
motor drivenmultiport valve to the backwash position. The softener will be back-
washed, the brine pump will be started, softener will be brined and the Hydro-Colander
will then send a signal to move the valve into the "rinse" position. The softener will
be rinsed and then the Hydro-Commander will return the valve to the service position.
In all cases, the time of each event is automatically controlled by the Hydro-Commander.
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JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32207

QT__[Y MODEL # SIZE DESCRIPTION

RVF-872 96" Diameter
72" Vertical
Straight Side

Shell

Designed to Section VIII
Div., I of ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code

Working Pressure 100 psi
Hydrostatic Test 150

REFINITE WATER CONDITIONING DRAWING #RF-910-1
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OPERATION OF REFINITE/AQUAMATIC MULTIPORT VALVE

FILTERS

General

The multiport valve controls the service, backwash and rinse modes
of each filter. There is one (i) multi-port valve per filter.
Associated with the multi-port valves are automatic valves which
shut the lines off to allow the multi-port valve to index and also
to chenge from raw water feed to the valve to backwash water feed.
There is also on each valve body a small solenoid valve to re-
lieve pressure when the valve is indexing. Also, there is an auto-
matic valve on the surface wash supply line.

General Description of the Valve

The valve is of the lift and turn type. That is, the valve consists
generally of two main items; a "backplate" with various ports in it,
(the backplate also has a heavy rubber gasket covering the space be-
tween the ports on which the stemplate seats) and a "stemplate" which
rotates to position the valve for the various modes. There are five
main connections to the valve, at the back for raw water feed or back-
wash inlet, one to the top of the filter, one to the bottom, one for
filtered water outlet, and the fifth connection is backwash waste.

At the top of the valves is a rectangular metal box (gear box) con-
taining the mechanism that lifts and turns the stemplate. To
operate the valve , the stemplate must first be lifted and then ro-
tated (or indexed) to the. correct position. As soon as it arrives
at the correct position, it is moved back onto the rubber gasket in
the position to allow the appropriate mode to be carried out. In
the gear box are two shafts; one is an extension of the stemplate
spindle, at the top of which is a yoke which is attached to a power-
ful solenoid. The yoke permits the stemplate spindle to rotate.
Securely fastened to the stemplate extension is a large gear wheel
which is driven by a second spindle in the box. The second spindle
is driven directly by a geared down electric motor mounted on top of
the gear box. This second shaft has a small pinion which engages
with the large gear wheel on the stemplate shaft extension. The two
gears are of sufficient width so that the gear wheel on the stem-
plate extension can move upwards or downwards and still remain in mesh
with the small pinion on the drive shaft.

In operation, on receipt of a signal from the control panel, the
solenoid pulls the stemplate shaft forward against a spring and holds
it there. The electric motor then drives the stemplate spindle via
the pinion and gear wheel and moves it into the correct position.
When the correct position is reached (indexed) the electric motor
stops, the solenoid is released and the spring returns the stemplate
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CAMP LEJEUNE FILTERS
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onto the backplate.

The detailed operation is as follows:

Assume the valve is in position #i Service

Position #i Service

In "service" position, raw feed water enters the valve from the
back onto the top of the stemplate, through the service position
orific flows to the top of the filter, out through the bottom
of the filter, into the underside of the stemplate and through
the feed passage to the filtered water outlet. In this position,
the "service" microswitch is open.

Movement to Position #2 Backwash

After the filter has been in operation for a period of time, accu-
mulation of material on the bed will cause an increase in loss of
head across the bed. A signal will be sent from the differential
pressure switch to the control panel. The control panel will send
a signal to close the backwash supply valve (this should already
be closed) raw water feed and filter outlet. At the same time, the
small solenoid valve on the body of the multiport valve will open
releasing pressure on top of the stemplate. A signal is then sent
to the lift-solenoid control relay which is mounted in a junction
box on the outside of the valve gear box. This relay closes and
power is sent to the stemplate lift solenoid. The solenoid acti-
vates, pulling the stemplate away from the valve backplate and against
the stemplate returning spring.

Following this, the control panel sends a signal to the drive motor.
(Note that this signal by-passes the "open" position of the position
#i microswitch to enable power to be supplied to the drive motor and
rotate it). The drive motor will now rotate driving the stemplate
round via the drive shaft, small pinion, large gear wheel and stem-
plate extension spindle. Note that while this is in operation, the
solenoid is still holding the stemplate away from the backplate. The
motor will continue to run and the stemplate rotatesuntil it gets to
position #2, at which time the microswitch for position #2 w] I "open"
stopping the electric motor and stopping furthermovement of the stemplate
(indexing). Once the stemplate is in this position, solenoid power
will be cut off and the stemplate return spring will return the stem-
plate to the backplate ready for operation

The control panel will then send a signal to close the small solenoid
valve on the multi-port valve body and will then open the backwash
supply valve and start the backwash timer. Immediately following this,
the surface wash valve will open and the surface wash timer will start
running. At the end of the surface wash time (which is shorter than
the backwash time) the surface wash timer will time out and the sur-
face wash valve will close. Shortly after this, the backwash timer
will time out and a signal will be sent to the control panel. The
control panel will close the backwash supply water valve and will open
the small solenoid on the valve body releasing pressure in the valve
body.





CAMP LEJEUNE FILTERS
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Movement to Position #3 Rinse

A signal will then be sent from the control panel to the solenoid
control relay which will lift the stemplate, the drive motor will
then rotate the stemplate, (the microswitch will be by-passed) and
index the valve to position #3 rinse. At position #3, the drive
motor will stop, the solenoid will release the stemplate and the
spring will return it to the backplate.

The controller will then close the small solenoid on the body of
the valve and open the raw water feed valve. Raw water will pass
into the multi-port valve, will be ported by the valve to the top
of the filter out throughthe bottom and will then pass through the
waste line to be wasted during the rinsing operation. At the same
time, a timer will start controlling the period of rinse. At the
end of the rinse period, the timer will time out, send a signal to
the control panel which will close the raw water feed valve, open
the small solenoid on the valve body, lift the stemplate and rotate
it back to position #i.

Note that at each movement of the valve, the auxiliary valves are
closed and pressure is relieved from the body of the valve. It is
an important part of the operation to relieve pressure and allow
the stemplate to be lifted off its seat.

Notes: The stemplate lift solenoid is designed for approximately
i0 minutes operation and can well stand the short period of time,
that is, energized while the valve is being indexed. The position
of each mode, in other words, where the valve is indexed to, is
controlled by the position of the microswitch cam mounted on the
stemplate spindle extension. It is important that the valve stem-
plate when power is taken off the solenoid. To adjust the micro-
switch, two small Allen screws are slackened and the cam moved in
the appropriate direction.

The large gear wheel and small pinion are lubricated at the factory
and it is unlikely that they would require any lubrication for many
years. However, at three monthly intervals, the cover should be taken
off the gear box and the amount of lubricant on the gears checked, they
should just have a thing coating of grease.
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MANUFACTURER SIZE

Refinite/Aquamatic Motor Driven 4"
Multi-port Valves

Aquamatic Diaphragm Valves(Auxiliary) 4"

Motor Operated Diaphragm (Auxiliary) 4"

Hoffman i"

NOTE: The three (3) Refinite/Aquamatic motor driven multi-

port valves are the main control valves. The 4" auxiliary

valves are to control either the raw water or backwash water

to the main valve.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

In an industrial environment, relays and solid-state electronic devices are
used to provide the necessary control signals for control system
applications. A relay can be either an electro-mechanical device or a solid-
state electronic device that is "hardwired" to perform a particular function.
When the application in which an electro-mechanical device is used is
changed, the device must be modified (from normally closed to normally
open, for example). In the case of a "hardwired" device, it must be replaced
with one that is tailored to the application.

A programmable controller (PC) is a solid-state device that directly
replaces the relays and "hardwired" electronic circuitry. A programmable
controller can be quickly modified to adapt to a new or changed
application. MODICON introduced programmable controllers in the late
1960’s. The first user was the automobile ind=,stry. Programmable
controllers allowed them to avoid the time and expense of rewir=ng relay
control systems at model changeover. Since then, the use of
programmable controllers has expanded to cover a wide variety of
industrial control system applications. Typical control system applications
include machines used in cutting, grinding, and welding metals; equipment
for assembling, packaging, and testing components and finished products;
machinery for weighing, transferring, and otherwise handling materials;
and systems for processing chemicals and foods.
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2"-20" electric motor actuators
CTUATOR

SPECIFICATIONS
Actuator Type
RCS Motor Actuators with brake.

Speed of Operations
Speeds

2"-4" 30 seconds (KMGM2 and
KMGM3)

5" 30 seconds (KMGM3)
15 seconds (KMGM4)
30 seconds (KMGM5)

6" 15 seconds (KMGM4)
30 seconds (KMGM5 and
KMGM6)

8" 30 seconds (KMGM6 and
KMGM7)

10" 30 seconds (KMGMT)
12" 30 seconds (KMGM7)

26 seconds (KMGM8)
14" 26 seconds (KMGM8)
16" 26 seconds (KMGM8)

55 seconds (KMGM9)
18"-20" 55 seconds (KMGM9)

See chart below.

Motor Enclosure
NEMA 4 Watertight (Standard).
NEMA 7 available on request.

4otor Electrical Characteristics
l;tandard 120 VAC 60/50 Hz,

phase a.c.

Optional 220 VAC 60/50 Hz,
phase a.c. (MAR25, 50.90. 100, 160,
250, 800 and 1600); 220/440 VAC, 3
phase a.c. (MARIO0, 160, 250, 800
and 1600)

Manual Valve Operation
Motor back shaft provided for wrench
operation Safety interlock cap cuts
motor power when removed.

Limit Switches
Two standard adiustable open and
close limit switches are located
within the motor unit.

15 amps, ’,’ hp, 125 or 250 VAC
5 amps, 120 VAC "L" (Lamp Load)
’/, amp, 125 VDC
’/, amp. 250 VDC

Accessories
Position Indicating Swtches

2 optional switches can be added
St3ndard switches are SPDT.
Consult factory for DPDT and
3PDT switches or for more than
two extra switches

Extra switches furnished on same
Cam as standard.

Auxiliary switches furnished on
separate Cam.

Potentiometer
Furnished mounted in the limit
switch case. Approximately 90
valve rotation from open to
closed provides usable potentio-
meter output signal span of
approximately 1,000 ohms, To
order, add code "R" to actuator
identification.

Breather and drain
For applications that are
exposed to high humidity;
breathers and drains are
recommended for explosion-
proof actuators.

Heater and Thermostat
For applications that are
exposed to high humidity, or
extreme low temperature,

heaters and thermostats are
recommended

Extended Duty Motor
All standard units are rated for
25% duty cycle. When ordering
extended duty units it is
recommended that DeZURIK be
consulted to determine the
correct cycle time for particular
applications.

Actuator Ordering
To order electric motor actuators,
add the appropriate actuator model
number from the sizing table below
and the electric characteristics code
as follows to the basic valve
identification. Actuators can be
mounted at 90 increments
clockwise from standard. Specify
non-standard mounting positions
below the valve and actuator
identification.

Electrical Characteristic Code:
A= 120 VAC 60/50 Hz, phase a.c.
B 220 VAC 60150 Hz, phase a.c.
C 220/440 VAC, 3 phase a.c.

ORDERING EXAMPLE:
0600, FIG 632, W, B, RS16, 2,
KMGMC, A.

UNOERCUT DISC
VALVE
__S!Z.E. .z ?S.LU>I-_o=_.CTLo_ _so_ r.o_.e ._:

6 .!ARS0 .’,01
.3 ,.,:,R 00 ,.m0) .V,GM5
0 A,R16) ’30

t;t .11 ’.I, R250 ,30; KMGM’
;6 .20 ’A;,R800 ".51

FIG 63Z BUTTERFLY W/RCS MOTOR

VALVE PRESSURE OROP, PSI
S,ZE

,’ ..": 0

;.,,. ,:,,,
,A,:. ’. ??}_3

,’E’ F’" ’,","

C;. ,.

; ;;;V;

’’ .}g.’. ’_

NOTE. ,mbe, n pare;d;raing speeds for " to,at,on.

cycle motors Only; 50 cycle mOtOrS increase tme by factor of

16





diap,ragm-oper:ted v,ltves

LOW PRESSURE LOSS THROUGH VALVE
LARGE OPENING, HIGH LIFT DISC
GIVES HIGH FLOW RATES
POSITIVE CLOSING AND OPENING
HYDRAULIC OR PNEUMATIC
OPERATION
DIAPHRAGM REPLACEABLE WITHOUT
INTERRUPTION OF FLOW
HANDLES LIQUIDS OR GASES
ADAPTABLE TO MANY CONTROL
DEVICES

CON11O

OPEN
An AquaMatic Y-pattern valve means positive con-
trol with Full Flow. Complete control is obtained
with less bulk, less weight, and less complication
than with many other forms or remote control for
fluids. Seven series of valves, ranging from 3,, to 6
in. IPS, bracket the needs of the process man as
well as the water conditioner for a positive means
of remote control at less cost.

Purchasing

The Valve shall be of the Y-Pattern Design,
Diaphragm Powered, Hydraulically operated
and Pilot controlled. Valve shall have an upper
and lower chamber for power closing and open-
ing when required. Valve shall be completely
Hydraulic (no springs) in operation.
Valve shall be equal and similar in all respects
and operation to the diaphragm valves manu-
factured by AquaMatic, Inc., Rockford, III.
FURNISH THE FOLLOWING WHEN ORDER-
ING: Size; fluid to be handled; maximum and
minimum line pressure; maximum temperature;
end connections required.

Full Open Operation When closing pressure, in up-
per chamber, is relieved by venting the pilot line, the
valve opens, positively, by line pressure on the disc.

VALVE ’
CLOSED ,;

UPPER

Drip-Tight Closing Closure is obtained by directing
line pressure or equivalent independent pressure
into the upper chamber. This pressure on the large
diaphragm area causes the valve disc to seal against
the seat.

OPTIONAL MODELS AVAILABLE
Flow Limit Stops Spring-Assist, Open
Closed Normally Closed,

Spring Assist, REPRESENTED BY

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 61101 Area 815/964.9421
CABLE "’AQUAMATIC" TELEX 257355

IN U.S.A. ( AquaMatic, Inc. Registered trademarkpRINTED Bulletin 800H (11-77)



diaphragm-operated valves

Y.pettarn design, large lest opening end high-lift
diaphragm produce excellent flow cheracteristlcs.
There are no springs end related parts to consume
space or restrict flow.

The diaphragm is shape-formed of Buns N on Nylon
to assure long life. It can be replaced without stop-
ping flow, end ell paris can be serviced with the valve
in line. Valves are available with cast iron or brass
body and cup. Internal parts are stainless steel end
brass. Maximum operating pressure: 125 psi (80
kPa); Minimum operating pressure: 7 psi (48 kPe);
Maximum temperature: 300" F. (148 C).

For versatility of application, valves are available to
be either opened or closed by pilot pressure.

2

I’IA
/i vv
/ 1,4A

/

/

///

FLOW RATES DIAPHRAGM VALVES
CONTINUOUS FLOW 20 FIrET PER SFCONO
---INTERMITTENT FLOW 30 FEET PER SECONO

," i /,111# ,I’ /!/
" ,’," l;1’

/’! / 41

III /ii i//

i
! ii

FLOW RAI e.P.i.
LITERS PER MIN.=G.P.Mx3.TB
FLOW RATES FOR PLASTIC VALVES--SEE BULLETIN #802

3-F

4-F

6-F

DIMENSIONS
Ends Sepias As AF Bs B’ Cs

In. 3ti 4 31/
SCRD 421

mm. 94 108 82

In. 4% 5% 4
SCRD 424

mm. 120 136 101

In. 6.62 7.25 5.375
SCRD 425

mm. 168 184 136

In. 7% 8 5
SCRD 426

mm. 187 203 146

In. 9 9% 6%
3-S SCRD 427-S

mm. 228 247 171

In. 10% 10%
FLGD 427-F

ram. 270 273

In. 11", 14
FLGD 428-F

mm. 298 375

In. 17 19
FLGD 429-F

mm. 43.1 482

B.$.P. threads optional on series 421 thru 427.
European flanges optional on series 427 thru 429.

CF D E F

70

3

89

4.875

123

6%

155

7

184

7 7 6 %

178 184 160 18

10 8% 7% %

264 222 180 18

13 15% 9% Ys
343 402 240 20

SERIES 428F
4" FLANGED BODY

For other materials consult factorY.

SPECIFICATIONS

SizeS: " 3" Screwed Class: 125 Pound
3" 6" Flanged

Pressure: 125 PSI recommended Working Pressure (860 kPa).
Temperature.Water-Air Standard 32 F-150 F(0 C-65 C)

High Temperature 150 F.300 F(65 C-148 C)
Materiels: Body & Cap Cast Iron or Bronze

Trim Bronze wits Stainless Steel Shaft
"Diaphragm Standard Formed: Buns N/Nylon

High Temperature Formed: EPDMINomex
"Seals Standard High Temperature

Static: Buns N EPDM
Dynmnic: Buns N EPDM

(Flurocarbon Coated)



Solenoid and float-controlled diaphragm-operated valves

Solenoid-controlled
METAL BODY VALVES

Solenoid-controlled
PLASTIC BODY VALVES

Float-controlled
METAL BODY VALVES

MANY CONTROL OPTIONS
On+off pilot pressure opens andjor closes va!ve. <Solenoid valves may be triggered manually or by
liquid level, timer, flow meter, pressure or temper-
ature, Float control may be used (either directly or
remotely located) with metal body valves, With
plastic valves, float control must I. remotely lo-
cated (cannot be mounted directly on valves).

FOR PROCESS AND WATER
CONDITIONING APPLICATIONS
AquaMatic Y-pattern valves give positive control,-,
with FULL FLOW, Complete control is obtained
with less bulk, ess weight, and less complication
than with many other forms of remote control for
fluids. Size range covers the needs of the process
man as well as the water conditioner for a positive
means of remote control at less cost.

Adaptable to many control dvices including sole-.

-i noid valve and float control .,
Low pressure loss through valve. ;.. ?. ,.
Large opening, high lift disc gk,e high flow rates:
Positive opening; drip-tight closing ....’
Hydraulic or pneumatic, ope+ration " .+
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SOLENOID-CONTROLLED

mm

film

2 in

mm

3 in
mm

SERIES
A

4.93
125

7.25
184

8.75
222

10.50
267

9.56
243

15.00
38t

1200
305

12.00
3O5

SOLENOID SPECIFICATIONS:

4500

I C D E

4,12 2.87 6.68 5.87
105 73 ]70 149

5.12 3.25 8.25 6.52
130 82.5 209.5 166

6.25 4.00 9.81 7.62
159 lOl 249 193.5

6.25 4.00 9.81 7.62
159 lOl 249 193.5

6.25 4.00 1[.31 7.62
159 lOl 287 193.5

7.87 .4:87 12.28.:. 9.62.
200. 124 31t, 244’
7.87 4.87 14.00 9.62.
200 124 355 244

7.87 4.87 14.25 9.62
200 124 362 244

Standard ao voltages: 115. 230-50 or 60 Hx. Consult factory foe’
othe voltages.
Power Consumption: 9 watts ac. Volt amperes: 5.0 holding.
24.6 lnsh.
Coil: ClaiS "r molded, continuo duly. .,:
IEnclosure: Generakpurpose NEMA 1 only.

.- ..:, :..-...

PLASTIC BODY
dimphragm-operated valves

Plastic valves handle de-ionized water as well as
acids, caustic, coolants and harsh chemicals or
gases that would rapidly corrode metal valves.
Body and cap are molded of glass filled engineering
thermoplastic. Diaphragm is Buna N on Nylon. All
internal parts are made of corrosion resistant ma-
terials. The valve’s resistance to damage remains
unchanged from +32 to 150 F (0 to 65C).
Maximum working pressure rating is 125 psi (860
kPa).

REMOTE FLOAT CONTROL
Direct mounting of float control on plastic valves
is not recommended. Remote float control is illus-
trated in drawing below, Float lever arm actuates
the pilot.

Control pressures applied and relieved at level
control ports P1 and P2, and in turn delivered to
and from valve diaphragm chambers, allow optional"
power opening and/or closing of the diaphragm
valve. This allows float action to open and/or close
the diaphragm valve at high and low levels.

SIZES! 3/8" through 1-1/2"--Schedule 80 PVC
threaded pipe or male socketweld fittings

2" Flange or male or female socketweld fittings
2-1/Z" Flange or female socketweld fittings
3" Flange only





METAL BODY
diaphragm-operated valves

Y-pattern design, large seat opening and high-lift
diaphragm produce excellent flow characteristics.
There are no springs and related parts to consume
space or restrict flow.
The diaphragm is shape-formed of Buna N on Nylon
to assure long life. It can be replaced without stop-
ping flow, and all parts can be serviced with the
valve in-line. Valves are available with cast iron or
brass body and cap. Internal parts are stainless
steel and brass. Maximum operating pressure: 25
psi (860 kPa); Minimum operating pressure: 7 psi
(48 kPa); Maximum temperature: 2OOF (93C).
For versatility of application, valves are available
to be either opened or closed by pilot pressure.
When faster closing of the larger-size valves is
required, an auxiliary pilot-line valve can be supplied.

SOLENOID-CONTROLLED

SIZE

3/4 & 1"

]-1/4 & 1/2

2

2 & 2-1/2

3"S

3"F

4"F in
mill

6"F in
mm

FLOAT-CONTROLLED

SERIES 3500

DIM A B C D SIZE
in 3.75 4.37 3.25 5.]2 3/4"-1"
mm 95 Ill 82.5 130

mm 121 127 89 152

m 6.62 6.75 4.12 8.25 2"
mml 168 171 105 209

in 7.37 7.25 4.25 9.00 2"-2-112"
mm 187 184 108 229

in 9.12 8.50 4.50 10.75 3"S
mm 231 216 114 273

in ]0.62 8.50 4.50 ].]..75 3"F
mm 270 216 114 298

11.75 10.75 6.47 ]5.75 4"F
298 273 164 400

ll.00 15.75 187:20.00 6"F
432 400 200 508

SOLENOID SPECIFICATIONS:

SERIES 3000

6.31

165

7.81
L98

8.37
212

7.68 956
195i 243

8.87 10.56
mm 225

1.50! 2.12
54

3.311 1.75
84’

3.87
98 i-

4.06
103

475 362
120 92

5.37 4.37

8.81 7.25
223 184

22
659

3
9401

"Float Rods are 18 tnches (457mm) long sections. Valves up to 4"
Standard a voltagea: 11 5, 230-50 o 60 Hz. Consult size are supplied with two sections. 0" valves are supplied with 3
factory for other voltages, sections.
Power onsumptior: 9.4 watts ac. Volt amperes: 16 holdmg. B.S.P. threadl available on valves up to 3" size Bolt hole
25 inrush pattern on flanged valve per ASA standard, others available
Coil: Class "’B’" molded, continuous duty. High temperature on request only.
coils available on request.
Enlosure=: General-purpose NEMA normally supplied.
Explosion-proof and water-tight (NEMA 4, 7 & 9) available.





How
pilot valve
controls
main valve
AMI

Reservoir Level: Prevent tank
overflow and loss of puml) suc-
tion. Valve opens and closes at
readily adjustable "low" and
"’high" levels.

Low Pressure: By using inde-
pendent source of pilot pressure
to operate valve, low-pressure
flows and/or heavy, viscous and
contaminated liquids can be
readily accommodated.

VALVE CLOSED

_f .-;:.... ..:.;....:_.....

Drip-Tight Closing: Closure is obtained
by directing line pressure or equivalent
=ndependent pressure into the upper
chamber. This pressure on the large dia-
phrag area causes the valve disc to seal
against the seat.

M

WITH
"’REMOTE"
CONTROL

Pump Protection: Pre-set low level of
float control prevents pump cavitation.
Note that float control is remotely located
from valve.

VALVE OPEN

;. ,
:.:,’.. ;-, ".

Full Open Operstion: When closing
pressure, in upper chamber, is relieved
by venting the pilot line. the /alve opens,
positively, by line pressure on the disc.

SWITCH

VALVE

Switch Types: Solenoid valves can be
controlled by simple "on-off" manual
switch (either directly or remotely locat-
ed). time clock, pressure switch meter
control, temperature sensor (thermostat.
thermocouple, pyrometer) or level control
using probe, mercury switch or float
switch.

Purchasing specifications and information needed.

INFORMATION REQUIRED
(from ourchasing department)

| PLEASE I. Valve catalog number

J_.. FURNISH 2, Size and end type (screwed, flanged.

I socket weld)

| 3. Fluid to be handled

l 4. Maximum temperature

5. Maximum and minimum line pressure

I 6. Independent control pressure, if any

| 7. Energize to open, or to close

J 8. AM 3000/348LC: Float rod length

’. ". 9. AM 350014500: Voltage ac or dc

EXAMPLE: Float-Controlled Valve AM3000, 1-1/2""
size screwed ends, standard float rod, to be used for
controlling water at approximately 70F and 30 to
60 psi pressure.

SPECIFICATIONS: (for.engineering and purchasing)

The Valve shall be of the Y-Pattern Design, Diaphragm
Powered, Hydraulically operated and Pilot controlled.
Valve shall have an upper and lower chamber for pow-
er closing and opening when required. Valve shall be
completely Hydraulic (no springs) in operation.

Valve shell be equal and similar in all respects and o-
eration to the diaphragm valves manufactured.by"
AquaMatic, Inc., Rockford. III. :.-.

Distributed by:

"--’/(tr//-’/’: Inc.. 2412 Grant Avenue
Rockford, illinois 61101 Area 815/964-9421

Printed U S.A; : Bulletin No. 8C tE-781
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q.ulity constructlon combine to offer
many performance features Includlng:

O CORROSION RESISTANT BEAR-

t,INGS Heavy duty bearings resist

"corrosion to prevent binding and

"assure lasting easy valve operation

without lubrication. These rugged
bearings are furnished as standard
and at no extra charge in the bonnet
andbody of all valves. See page 10 for

complete listing.

BOLTED BONNET All valves

have a rugged bolted bonnet for maxi-
mum strength. If maintenance is ever
required, disassembly is easy.

O RESILIENT PLUG FACINGS FOR
DEAD-TIGHT SHUTOFF All valves

are available with a variety of resilient

plug facings that provide dead-tight
shutoff without the use of sealing
lubricants. Even if small solids are
trapped between the plug and seat, the
resilient facing provides tight shutoff
and prevents seat damage. All-metal
plugs are also available for high
temperature or throttling applications
where dead-tight shutoff is not
required.

0 WIDE CHOICE OF BODY MAT:
ERIALS DeZURIK offers the most
complete line of eccentric body ma-
terials to meet the requirements of a
broad range of applications.

O HIGH FLOW CAPACITY Clean
interior design and straight through
flow allow high maximum flow capac-
ity with minimum pressure drop. See
page 6 for complete sizing data.

OLONG-LIFE STEM SEAL Multi-

ple packing rings in 4"-54" valves (and
up to 72" on application) provide a
reliable seal that seldom, if ever, re-
quires adjustment or replacement,
even when the valve is operated con-
tinuously. As shown here, the packing
and packing gland are accessible with-

out disassembly of the valve.

CHOICE OF END STYLES A
complete choice of end styles in-

cludes screwed, flanged, mechanical
joint, bell and Victaulic. See page 10
for a complete list of end styles.

EL SEAT Welded-in nickel seats are
standard in all 3"-72" cast iron valves,

3"-20" Ni-Resist valves, and in 2’-36
carbon steel valves. Unlike iron or
nickel alloy iron seats, the thick weld-
ed nickel overlay provides excellent
resistance to corrosion and damage
and prolongs the life of .resilient plug
facings.

TIGHT SHUTOFF WITH PRESSURE
IN EITHER DIRECTION--DeZURIK of-
fers another first in eccentric valves.
Improved resilient plug design pro-
vides drip-tight shutoff on wet service
applications up to the full pressure
rating of the valve with pressure in

either direction. See page 7 for com-
plete information.

WIDE SIZE RANGE--DeZURIK offers
the broadest eccentric line with 26
standard sizes from 1/z" through 72".
See page 10 for a complete listing.

LOW COST--Anothar DeZURIK plus
Is economy. You don’t pay extra for
features like corrosion resistant bear-
ings and nickel seats. DeZURIK qual-
ity also means added performance
that cuts maintenance costs.

MANUAL ACTUATORS
DeZURIK actuators also have quality

and performance built-in as shown by
these handwheel actuator features.

OTOTALLY ENCLOSED Encloso
ed and sealed construction protects
moving parts from damage or corro-
sion. Continual lubrication is not re-
quired for operation ease.

CORROSION RESISTANT BEAR-
INGS Heavy duty, corrosion resist-
ant actuator bearings provide lasting,

easy valve operation and overall
reliability.

ou. co.s .uc ,o.
Rugged actuator castings, gears

and shafts also add to reliability by
assuring permanent alignment of mov-
ing parts for smooth, easy operation.

LOW COST--A wide range of actuator
sizes (shown on page 15) assures you
of the most economical actuator for
your application.

Eccentric Action

OPEN

CLOSING

CLOSED

DeZURIK eccentric action and resil-

ient plug facings assure lasting dead-
tight shutoff. As the eccentric plug

rotates 90 degrees from open to clos-

ed, it moves into a raised eccentric
seat.

In the open positon, the segmented
plug is out of the flow path. Flow is

straight through, flow capacity is high.

As the plug closes, it moves toward
the seat without scraping the seat or
body walls so there is no plug binding
or wear. Flow is still straight through
making the throttling characteristic of
this valve ideal for gasses, liquids and

slurries.

In the closed position, the plug makes

contact with the seat. When furnished
with a resilient facing, the plug is

pressed firmly into the seat for dead-

tight shutoff. Eccentric plug and seat

design assure lasting shutoff because
the plug continues to be pressed
against the seat until firm contact is

made.
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’manuai actuators
 ever actuated 1/2"-8" valves

Valves from 1/2" through 8" can be furnished with lever
actuators to provide the lowest cost valve control. A
complete line of lever accessories, described here and
on page 26, make these lever actuated valves even
more versatile. However, handwheel or powered ac-
tuators are recommended on 6" and larger valves as
well as on applications where pipeline velocities are
high and where sudden valve closure may cause water
hammer.

PRESSURE RATINGS
Direct shutoff pressure differentials for lever actuated
valves must not exceed the limits shown below.
Reverse shutoff differentials must not exceed 25 psi.
If valves must seal higher reverse pressure, use hand-
wheel actuators shown on pages 14 and 15.

MAXIMUM SHUTOFF
PRESSURE DIFFERENTIALS

Nitrile-Butadiene
VALVE (Buna[Vee])
SIZE #6 Packing

1/2 "-3" 150 psi
4" 125 psi

5"-8" 100 psi

Low Friction Nitrile--
Butadiene (Buna Vee)

#10 Packing

40 psi
25 psi

1/2"--3" VALVES
ADJUSTABLE MEMORY STOP All 1/2 "-.3"" lever actu.
ated valves are furnished with an adjustable, open
position memory stop as standard. With the stop ring
adjusted to the desired open position, the valve can be
closed and reopened to the same position. This
feature makes the valve ideal for air conditioning
balancing service. Valves with resilient seats provide
double duty on this application by combining balanc-
ing and shutoff in a single valve.

NON-REMOVABLE LEVER FURNISHED Standard
1/2"-3" valve design includes a bolted-on, non-
removable lever as shown in photo number 1. Other
lever styles, including removable levers are also
available. See "ordering" below.

ORDERING
VALVE WITH STANDARD LEVER
Order as shown in following example:
EXAMPLE: 0200, FIG 118, S, 1, RS16, ALG.

VALVE WITH ANG 158 NUT
For use with FIG 159 Removable Lever and FIG 149
Chain Handle on 1/2".3" valves. To order, add "ANG
158" to the valve identification number.
EXAMPLE: 0200, FIG 118, S, 1, RS16, ANG 158.





..EI, 1-59 REMOVABLE LEVER
For 1/2"-3"’ valves equipped with a ANG 158 Nut. Order

FIG 159 Levers as a separate item by specifying "FIG

159" and code below to indicate valve size.

FIG 159, 103. I/z"-2""

FIG 159, 105. 21/2 "’, 3""

EXAMPLE: FIG 159, 103.

FIG 149 CHAIN HANDLE
I/2 "3" valves for chain handle operation must be fur-

nished with ANG 158 Actuating Nuts. Order FIG 149

Chain Handles as a separate item by specifying "FIG

149" followed by valve size code (0200 2", 0300 3".

etc.).
EXAMPLE: FIG 149, 0200.

FIG 624, 101 Chain--For use with FIG 149 Chain Han-

die on 1/2"’-3" valves. Order as a separate item by speci-

fying "FIG 624, 101’" and required length.
EXAMPLE: FIG 624, 101.

Chain: 10 feet long.

I 4"--8" VALVES
ADJUSTABLE MEMORY STOP--All 4"-8" lever actu-
ated valves are furnished with an adjustable, open
position memory stop as standard. Adjustment of the

stop to the desired open positionallows the valve

to be closed and reopened to the same throttling

position.

2" SQUARE ACTUATING NUT--All A".8" valves have

a 2" square actuating nut to allow use of standard

levers or wrenches. See FIG 344 or FIG 350.

ORDERING
VALVE FOR LEVER ACTUATION
Valves are furnished with 2"" nut for lever actuation

unless other actuators are specified. Levers must be

ordered separately.
EXAMPLE: 0600, FIG 118, F, 6, RS16, ANG.

FIG 344 STANDARD LEVER
With 2" square socket for use with 4"-8" valves and

for use with FIG 147 E’xtersion shown on page 26. To

order, specify "FIG 344" followed by valve size code

(0400 4", 0600 6", etc.).
EXAMPLE: FIG 344, 0600.

FIG 350 FOLDING LEVER
Similar to FIG 344 lever above except lever folds. To

orde_r, specify "FIG 350" followed by valve size code

(0400 4", 0600 6", etc.).
EXAMPLE: FIG 350, 0600.

FIG 149 CHAIN HANDLE
Order as a separate item by specifying "FIG 149"

followed by valve size code (0400 4", 0600 6", etc.).

EXAMPLE: FIG 149, 0600.

FIG 624, 102 CHAIN
For use with FIG 149 Chain Handles for 4"’-8" valves.

To order, specify "FIG 149, 102" and required length.

EXAMPLE: FIG 624, 102.
Chain: 12 feet long.

ACCESSORIES-SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION
FIG 638 GAGE TAP
Upstream or downstream gage tap, 1/4" NPT tap avail-

able in 4" and larger valves only. To order, add "FIG
638" and code shown below to valve identification.

CODE TAP
FIG 638, 701. ’/=" NPT Upstream
FIG 638. 702. ’/" NPT Downstream
FIG 638, 703. ’/o" NPT Upstream
FIG 638. 704. ’/4" NPT Downstream

EXAMPLE: 0200, FIG 118, S, 1, RS16, FIG 638, 701.

STAINLESS STEEL BOLTING FOR
LEVER ACTUATED VALVES*
For buried service or corrosive atmospheres.
1/z".3"" Valves-- Includes Stainless Steel Spring,

Stud, Nut, Washer and Bonnet
Bolts.

4".8"Valves-- Includes Stainless Steel Spring,
Stud, Nut, Washer, Stop Screw and
Nut and Bonnet Bolts.

To order, add description below valve identification.

Note--use of stainless steel bolts on carbon steel,

stainless steel and alloy IIz".8" valves reduces pres*

sure rating to 200 psi.
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materials and ordering
ORDERING--To order, give the complete valve and actuator identification by specifying

)he ordering code for each item as shown below. An ordering example is shown at the
ottom of the page.

VALVE SIZE FIGURE NUMBER (MATERIAL) END STYLE

Give size code
as follows:

SIZE
CODE IN. mm

)’FIG 118 CAST IRON" Resdent
0050 ;’z 15 Seats m 3-54 are Nckel

0075 % 20

0100 25 FIG 119

0125 1% 32 FIG 120
0150 l’/z 40 FIG 121

FIG 122
0200 2 50 FIG 123

0250 2V2 65 FIG 124

0300 3 80 FIG 125

,0400 4 100
FIG 126

0500 5 125 FIG 127
FIG 126

0600 6 150

0800 8 200 FIG 129

1000 10 250 FIG 130
1200 12 300 FIG131

1400 14 350 All
with number and specify material

1600 16 400 FIG 132 ALLOY 20
FIG 133 ALLOY 20

1800 18 450 FIG 132 MONEL
2000 20 500 FIG 133 MONEL

FIG 132 PURE NICKEL
2400 24 600 FIG 133 PURE NICKEL
2450 24 600 FI6 132 ALLOY B

FIG 133 ALLOY B
130% Area FIG 132 ALLOY C

3000 30 750 FI6 133 ALLOY C
FI6 198

3050 30 750

100% Area

3600 36 900

3650 36 900

100% Area
FIG 134

4200 42 1100

4250 42 1100

100% Area

4850 48 1200

100% Area

5400 54 1400

Szzes to 72 on
applicahon

Give "’FIG" and number that follows. Note--Valves with all metal and
hard rubber lined plugs do not provide drip-tight shutoff.

FIG NO, BODY PLUG BEARINGS SIZES

Stainless Steel m v:.20- "..’:-54
Bronze in 24-36
Bronze and Stainless
Steel n 42-54

CAST IRON" N=-Res=st.
Seats ,n 3 -20 are Nickel All Metal Stainless Steel ’,: .20
BRONZE Reshenl Stainless Steel ".: -20
BRONZE All Metal Stainless Sleel "/: -20
ACID RESISTING BRONZE Res=hent Stainless Steel ,z-20
ACID RESISTING BRONZE All Metal Sla,nless Steel "/.,-20
NI-RESIST Resd=ent Stainless Steel ’]:-20
Seats =n 3-20 are
NI-RESIST All.Metal Stainless Steel ’/: ’-20
Seats m 3"-20" are Nmkel
ALUMINUM Resilient Stainless Sleel ’/z ’-20’"
ALUMINUM All Metal Stainless Steel ’/z-20’
CARBON STEEL Resilient Stainless Steel Vz"-36’"
Seats in 2" ’-36" are Nickel
CARBON STEEL All Metal Stainless Steel "/z-36
Seats in 2"-36" are Nckel
STAINLESS STEEL Resihenl Stainless Steel ’/:"-36’
STAINLESS STEEL All Melal Stainless Steel ’/:-36’

alloys, ashstedbeIow are idenlfied as FIG 132 or ’FIG 133.WrenordeFmg.ve FG

Res=henl Alloy 20 ’/., -20
All Metal Alloy 20 /z -20
Res=henl Monel Vz -20
All Metal Monel :/: -20"
Resdenl Nckel "/: -20
All Metal Nckel ’]; -20
Reslent Alloy B "/: ’-20
All Metal Alloy B ’/; -20"
Resfienl Alloy C vz ’-20’
All Metal Alloy C Y.,-20

SOFT’RUBBER LINED Resi+enl Sta+nless Steel in 3-20 -54
CAST IRON Bronze m 24"-36 Flanged Only

Bronze and Stainless Steel
m 42 ’-54

For abrasion resistance on applications to 180 degrees F. Flange faces and all =nternal
surfaces except journal areas are covered w,ll soft rubber When order;ng, secdy
RSt6 plug facing on 3-6" valves and RS17 on 8"-54 valves.

HARO RUBBER LINED Hard Rubber Hard Rubber 3-20
CAST IRON Flanged Only
For corrosion resistance. Especially resistanl Io chlorine. Maximum temperature 180
degrees F. Flange faces and all infernal surfaces are covered with hard natural rubber
When ordering, specify RS53 hard rubber plug facing on all sizes Note--Hard Rubber
Lined Valves do not prowde dnp-t,ght shutoff. A soft rubber overlay can be furmshed
where drp-tight shulolf =s required Consult OeEURIK for recommendat,ons

FIG 404 PLASTIC COATED Resilient Stainless Steel 3-20’
CAST IRON Flanged Only
Plastic coating of valve nter,or to Improve the corrosion resistance for longer serwce
Ife on applicahons where cast :on s suited. Ptastc coalng s nol a subsl,tu;e for
corrosion resistant metals Sire,tar Io FIG 118 except that all internal surfaces excebt
reshe’l plug lacings are coated wlh plaslc. Coating on 3’ valves s 3 mis
Coating on 4"-20" va!ves =s 6 to 8 rods 006 Io 008"i.

*Conforms Io American Water Works Assocmton (AWWA) Standards C507-73 Sec 5 and
C504-74 Sec. 5 4 and American Society for Testing and Materials tASTM) Standard A126 Class B

End styles standard are
shown on page 39.

Give end style code as
shown.

Description below
shows avadabdty by
material and sze.

S SCREWEO
Cast Iron--I/z "’-4

Other Malerials" ’/z"-3"

Not available for hard or
soft rubber lined or
plastic coaled valves.

F FLANGED
Cast Iron--2"-72"

Other Malerials--Vt"
and larger
Hard rubber and soft
rubber lined and plastic
coated--3’ ’-20"

B BELL"
4’ ’-20" Cast Iron only

t/= VICTAULIC
1"-54" Cast Iron only

(Valve ends only-
accessories not
included)

Ill MECHANICAL
JOINT"

3-48" Cast Iron only
(Valve ends only-
accessories not
included)

"54"-72" Avadable on
special application

G1 lOIN 10 or O.S.
4504/10
Flange Drdhng

G2 =DIN 16 or B.S.
4504/16
Flange Drilling

GS DIN Thd.
(Parallel)

HO =B.S. 0
Flange Drilling

HE =B.S. E
Flange Orilling

HS =B.S. Thd.
iTaper)

J1 =JIS 10
Flange Drilling

JS =JIS Thd.
(Taper)

KS GAZ Thd.





PACKING
paci.,mg code as shown Delow

Packing descrzplons describe use and
general serv,ce conditions only
Temperatures shown may ae further hmled

by plug or body maleral maximums

I/z".3" VALVES
NITRILE-BUTAOIENE (Buna) FILLED
PTFE U-RING SEAL
For use wth all v,;fi,,es wth res,hent

faced olugS exce;:)[ RS55 and
RS48 Maximum temperature 180
degrees F

FLUORINATED HYDROCARBON (Viloo)
FILLEO PTFE U-RING SEAL
For all valves wth all-metal plugs and
wdh RS48 and RS55 Maxmmum
temperature is 450 degrees F. when
used wzth all-melal and RS48 plugs.
Maximum temperature ,s 2,50 degrees
F. when used wth RS55.

SOLID PTFE
For use wdh FIG !34 valves.
AlSO evadable on valves wth all-metal
plugs. Maxzmum temperature s 450
degrees F

GRAFOIL
Concentric asbestos r,ngs retained ny
stmnless steel rngs Avadable on
valves wIt alFme!al plugs For
temperalures above 450 degrees F.

4"-54’" VALVES"
6 NITRILE-BUTAOIENE (Buna [VEE])

Standard on all valves except F:G 134
and 4-8 lever actuated valves for
bured serwce Maximum temoerature
350 deg,ees F

7 PTFE (VEE)
For use with FIG t34 valves Also
evadable on all other valves Maximum
temperature s 450 degrees F

8 ASBESTOS BRAIOEO
Avadable on all valves For
temperatures above 450 degrees F

10 LOW FRICTION NITRILE-DUTAOIENE
(Suna Vee)
For use in 4"-8’" lever actuated valves
for burzed serwce only.

"4Z"-54"’ Valves available with No. 7
packin9 only.

Re,:jslered lradem<sl, OI Umon Ca,ae Cora

RESILIENT PLUG FACINGS
1"o order, gve RS and number aS shown below bnless
the valve has an all-metal plug. (.Resdenl plug facings are
required for drp-hghl shutoff.)

/he serwce descrphons below are general ctasshcahons
only For spechc recommendations, see
DeZURIK Bullehn 60 00-2 or conlact OeZURIK

Vz"-6’" VALVES
CHLOROPRENE (Neoprene)--For alkahne
apphcat,ons to 180 degrees F Also aS the body
and plug lnng for 3"-6 FIG 98 soft rubber
hned va’es.

RS26 NITRILE-BUTAOIENE (Hycar)--For
chemical 3nd dry apphcatons to 180 degrees F

RS24 NITRILE-BUTADIENE (Hycar)--For petroleum
apphcat,ons to 180 degrees

RS55 ISOBUTENE-ISOPRENE (High Temp)--For hgh
temperature water to 250 degrees F.

RS4B FLUORINATED HYDROCARBON (Viton)--For
chemcais to 450 degrees F, PTFE packing (No. 3
or 7) required on applicahons above 350 degrees F

RS47 CHLORO-SULFONYL-POLYETHYLENE (Hypalon)--
For oxidizing chemical service at temperatures to
200 degrees F,

RS53 HARD NATURAL RUBBER--LIning compound for
FIG 134 Hard Rubber bned Valves. RS53 plug
facings must be specified on all hard rubber
Lined valves from 3’-20 Hard Rubber ’,reed

valves do not provide drp-ght shutoff. A soll
rubOer ulug overlay can be furmshed for certain
apphcahons where hght shutoff s reclured.
Furmsn service nformation tor recommendahons.

8" AND LARGER VALVES
RS17 CHLOROPRENE (Neoprene)-- For akahne

apphcahons to 180 degrees F Also used as the
body and ;)lug hning on 8-20 FIG 198 $oli

Rubber Lined Valves.
RS56 ISOBUTENE-ISOPRENE (High Temp)--For mgh

temperature water to 250 Degrees F
RS25 NITRILE-BUTADIENE (Hycar)--For petroleum

apphcahons to 180 degrees F
RSSB FLUORINATEO HYDROCARBON (Fluoroelastomer)--

For hg lo.mporature chemicals to 450 cegrees F
Pi’FE pa,.;,mg !;.lo 7) s required on apphcahons
above 350 degrees F.

RS46 CHLORO-SULFONYL-POLYETHYLENE (Hypalon)--
For oxidizing chemical serv,ce at temperatures
to 200 degrees F.

RS53 =HARO NATURAL RUBBER--LIning compound for
FIG 134 Hard Iubber bned Valves. R553 plug
lacings must be specified on all hard rubber
hoed valves from 3"-20 Hard rubber hoed
valves do not provide drip-hghl shutotl. A soft
rubber plug overlay can be furnished tot certain
apphcations where tight shutoff is required.
Furmsh serwce informahon for recommendations.

ACTUATOR & ACCESSORIES
Order actuators as shown in actuator
sections.

Lever--Pages 12 and 13

Handwheel. ChamwheeI--Pages 14 and 15

Cylinders for Vz"-3’ Valves--Pages t6
and 17

Double Acting Cyhnders for 4"-36"
Valves--Pages 18 and 9.

Hydraulic Cylinders for 4"-36" Valves--
Pages 18 and 19.

Spring-Return Cylinders for 4" and larger
Valves--Pages 20 and 21.

Electric Motors for 4"-54" Valves-- Pages
22 and 23.

Actuators lot 4"-7" Valvee on
application. Furnish service conditions and
requirements.

Order accessories as shown in accessory
sections. Manual remote operating
accessories are shown on pages 26 and 27.

Accessories for cylinder actuators are shown
on pages 28 and 29. Electric motor
actuator accessories are shown in the
electric motor actuator section on pages 22
and 23.





Solid Wedge Disc
Through 8"

Parallel Discs
for 10"and 12"

IRON BODY BRONZE MOUNTED
GATE VALVES
u- FIG. 37
RATING
125 Ibs.WSP Flanged Ends
200 Ibs.WOG Outside Screw And Yoke

20W

with Threaded Enda;
specify Fig. 36

ITEM

2

4C

58

6C

7A

8

9

10

138

14

LIST OF MATERIALS
PART

Handwheel

Stem

Strap Adjustment Nut

Strap (Strap Bushing--
Part #32 Attached)

OS & Y Stuffing Box Stud

Packing Gland

Packing

Stuffing Box Lock Nut

Bonnet (Bonnet Bushin’g-
Part #33 Attached)

Bonnet Lock Nut

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION

Cast Iron ASTM A-126

Silicone Bronze ASTM 8-371

Bronze ASTM B-62

Cast Iron ASTM A-126

ASTM A-307Steel

Bronze ASTM B-62

Graphite Asbestos

Steel

Cast Iron

ASTM A-307

ASTM A-126

Steel ASTM A-307

ITEM

15

16N

17

20W

21

22

27

28

29

32

33

PART
Bonnet Bolt

Body Gasket

Body

Disc

Disc Ring

Seat Ring

Yoke Lock Nut

OS & Y Yoke Nut

Yoke (Arms)

Strap Bushing (Attached
1o Strap-Part #6)

Bonnet Bushing (Attached
to Bonnet--Part #13B)

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
Steel ASTM A-307

Asbe$to

Cast Iron ASTM A-126
Cast Iron ASTM A-126
Bronze ASTM B-62

Bronze ASTM B-62

Bronze ASTM 8-62

Bronze ASTM B-62

Cast Iron ASTM A-126

Bronze ASTM B-62

lonze ASTM B-62

DIMENSIONS
SIZE 21/2 3 31/2 4 5 6 8 10 12

FACE TO FACE 71/2 8 81/2 9 10 I01/2 111/2 13 14

CENTER OF PORT,OPEN 163/8 17114 1813116 217/8 237/8 293/4 40 481/2 571/2
TO STEM TOP JCLOSED 131/2 141/8 149/16 171/2 181/4 237/8 311/2 37 451/2
OD OF FLANGED END 7 71/2 81/2 9 10 11 131/2 16 19

OD OF WHEEL 71/4 71/4 91/4 91/4 101/4 12318 141/4 161./4 181/4
APPROX W’F. W/WHEEL (LBS) 39 52 69 90 122 154 300 472 684

AMERICAN VALVE MFG. CORP.
Manhasset, New York lg
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design and construction 2"-2
Solid, one.piece shaft
Diameter of the stainless steel

shaft meets the AWWA Class 75B
standard. The shaft is in constant
contact with the disc to provide
maximum strength and rigidity.
Ground and polished shaft finish
minimizes bearing and seal wear.

Neck length allows 2" of pipeline
insulation above mating flanges

One-piece body Wall thicknesses
I.meet or exceed the ANSI Class

125 Ib. standard for cast iron flanges
and fittings. Body wall thickness also
exceeds the AWWA Class 150B
standard for butterfly valves.

SOlid disc-to-shaft pinning
=Cylindrical 316 stainless steel

tangential pins on 4" and larger
valves have tapered flats that are
drawn against flats on the shaft.
Contact between the pins and shaft
allows axial shaft expansion without
disc damage. Pinning is solid. There
are no upstream-downstream holes
in the disc that can cause leakage or
weaken the disc.

Corrosion resistant discs
A variety of disc materials

provides the required corrosion
resistance at low cost. Included is a
cast iron disc with an electroless
nickel coating or a cast iron disc with
a welded and machined nickel edge.
The welded edge conforms to AWWA
specification C504-74.

Shaft seals
3 shaft seals protect bearings

from internal and external corrosion.

Corrosion resistant bearings
3 heavy duty, machined bearings

assure lasting easy valve operation.
These self-lubricating bearings are
pressed into the body to support
shaft loads, minimize shaft
deflection, eliminate binding from
corrosion and prolong seat life.

Unique seat design
The exclusive DeZURIK double-

seat design increases valve life by
providing a built;in spare seat that
can be changed in minutes without
removing the valve from the line.
Photo 8A below shows the valve
closed with the disc on the first
seating surface. After normal cycle
life, the disc can be rotated 180 to
the spare seat. Photo 8B shows the
disc closed on the new seat, ready to
provide a second life.
Full circle seating The shaft hole in
the center of the seat and the off:set
disc allow full 360 seating.
Provides full body lining The resilient
seat acts as a body liner.

Reinforcing ring The resilient seat is
bonded to a rigid reinforcing ring to
prevent distortion or seat collapse.
The ring is not bonded to the body
and can be replaced in the field.
No flange gaskets required Pressure
sensitive lips eliminate the need for
flange gaskets. Bolting torque is not
critical and does not affect disc seal
or valve operation. Unnecessary
strain from high bolting torque is
eliminated.
Eccentric seat and disc Eccentric
seat and disc minimize seat wear by
reducing disc-to-seat interference.
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3" valves
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Patented U.S. 3,517,689
U.S. 3,8t4,445
Patented Belgium 739,39e
Great Britain 1,220,659
Italy 874,767

Australia 433,637
Canada 871,003
Japan 659,789
Other Patents Pending
Other Patents Applied For





Q Seat retaining ring in lug body
t,hvalves The seat in lug body valves
is held in place by a metal seat
retaining ring which is compresed
into the seat or body before
assembly. As the seat is slid into the
body, a spring expands the ring to
hold the seat in place. Retained seat
design assures dead-tight shutoff to
the full valve rating, even on isolation
or dead end service. Downstream
flanges are not required.
Thrust collar All 16" and larger valves
have a non-adjustable thrust collar
on the shaft to assure proper disc
location and longer seat life. The
collar is out of the flow path and is
retained by the actuator.

Wafer or lug bodies For use
Iwith ANSI 1251150 flanges.

NJ Wafer (Flangeless)
UJMinimizes weight for lower

cost and ease of installation.
Machined flange bolt guides on
either side of the neck and lower
bearing area center the body in the
pipeline to simplify installation. 20"
valves have 4 drilled and tapped lugs
on each side of the body.

1) Lug (Wafer face-to-face)
I,I1 For dead end or isolation

service.
ACTUATORS
Unique DeZURIK modular actuators
are designed to match valve
requirements. Lever actuators are
shown on page 12.

11 Universal actuator mounting
Provides field

interchangeability of all actuators.
Actuators are bolted to the body and
solidly keyed to the shaft. The
woodruff key connection is designed

to shear and prevent internal valve
damage if subjected to excessive
torque conditions.

e Cast actuator housing
,,,A rugged cast iron housing

protects actuator parts.

Actuator drive shaft
,1 Engages the nut incorporated

in the valve drive arm (No. 16). The
input end of the shaft is supported
on 3 permanently lubricated bronze
bearings. A sleeve bearing absorbs
radial forces. Thrust bearings located
on either side of a thrust collar on
the drive shaft absorb axial shaft
thrust. Shaft input is rotary on
manual and electric motor actuators
and linear on cylinder actuators.
Double-lead threads reduce the
number of turns required to operate
manual valves.

Adjustable open position stop
’l’= As the actuator drive shaft

rotates, a threaded traveling nut
moves along the shaft until it
reaches the actuator housing.
Contact between the nut and
housing provides a positive memory
stop that can be adjusted to any
desired open position. The stop nut
slides along a guide rail (No. 15)
which prevents the nut from rotating
on the input shaft. Removal of the
guide rail allows easy adjustment of
the stop.

5= Position stop guide rail

Actuator drive arm
1,1 The heavy duty steel drive arm

is keyed to the valve shaft. The
threaded drive arm nut which
engages the threaded actuator input
drive shaft is supported on traveling

hardened stainless steel bearings.

" Position indicator needle

’ Shows valve position through
an indicator window (No. 21) in the
actuator cover.

Adjustable closed position stop
I,, A threaded traveling nut allows

closed position adjustment on
manual actuators.

a Shaft seals
t,I,Weatherproof and buried

construction actuators are furnished
with seals on the input end of the
actuator shaft and on the thrust plate
of manual actuators.

Choice of enclosures
I,l Manual actuators are available

in enclosed, weatherproof and buried
construction. Cylinder and electric
motor actuators are all weatherproof
as standard. Weatherproof actuators
(shown here) and buried actuators
include a cast actuator cover with
sealing gasket plus shaft seals as
described in No. 19. Buried actuators
do not have the position indicator
window (No. 21) and include a seal
between the valve neck and actuator
base.

21 Position indicator
Valve position can be seen in a

window furnished in both enclosed
and weatherproof actuator covers.

Manual actuators
L, Available inputs include crank,

handwheel, chainwheel and 2"
square nut.

Powered actuators
,1, Actuators for on-off and

throttling control applications
include: double-acting cylinders,
positioning cylinders, diaphragm and
electric motors.





materials and ordering
To order, give the complete valve and actuator identification by specifying the ordering code for each item as
shown below. An ordering example is shown at the bottom of the page.

VALVE FIGURE END SHAFT
SIZE NUMBER STYLE SEAL

(Body Material)
Give size code Give end style code
as follows: Give "FIG" followed by as follows:
0200 2" the number below to
02,50 21/2" indicate body material: W WAFER
0300 3" (Flangeless)
0400 4" 632 CAST IRON Available in cast
0500 5" Sizes 2"-36" iron in sizes
0600 6" Wafer or lug 2"-36"
0800 8" bodies
1000= 10" L LUG (Wafer
1200 12" face-to-face)
1400 14" Available in cast
1600= 16" iron only in
1800 18" sizes 2"-36"
2000 20" 24"-36" lug
2400 24" valves have 2
3000 30" drilled and
3600 36" tapped flanges

Give shaft seal code as
shown below:

2"-20" VALVES
NITRILE-BUTADIENE
(Hycar) For use with
all seats except
RS55, RS47 and RS66
CHLORO-SULFONYL.
POLYETHYLENE
(Hypalon) For use
with RS47 seats only
TERPOLYMER OF
ETHYLENE
PROPYLENE (Nordel)
For use with RS66
seats only

24".36" VALVES
F NITRILE-BUTADIENE

(Buna Weed For use
with all seats except
RS58

E TFE (Vee)
Must be used with
RS58 seat. Available
with all other seats.
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RESILIENT SEAT

Give "RS" and number:

2"-20" VALVES
RS18 NITRILE.BUTADIENE

(Hycsr) An odorless and taste-
less compound for food service
at temperatures to 180F.

RS47 CHLORO-SULFONYL-
POLYETHYLENE (Hypalon)
For oxidizing chemical
service to 200*F.

CARBOXYLIC.NITRILE-
BUTADIENE (Hycsr)
A general service compound
for non-alkaline applications
to 180"F.

RS63 NITRILE-BUTADIENE
(Hycar) For petroleum
applications to 180"F.

RSS0 CHLOROPRENE
(Neoprene) General service
compound for alkaline
applications to 180"F.

RS6 TERPOLYMER OF
ETHYLENE PROPYLENE
(Nordel) For high temperature
water to 250"F.

RS78 POLYURETHANE
(Urethene)

24"-36" VALVES
RS18 CHLOROPRENE

(Neoprene) General service
compound for alkaline
applications to 180F.

RS28 NITRILE.BUTADIENE
(Hycar) For petroleum
applications to 180F.

RS47 CHLORO.$ULFONYL-
POLYETHYLENE (Hypelon)
For oxidizing chemical
service to 200F.

R$54 FLUORINATED
HYDROCARBON
(Fluoroelastomer) For high
temperature chemicals to

RS66 TERPOLYMER OF
ETHYLENE PROPYLENE
(Nordel) For high temperature
water to 250F.

Recommendations above describe

general service conditions only. For
specific recommendations, see DeZURIK
Rubber Recommendations List or
contact the factory.

DISC, SHAFT AND BEARING
MATERIAL
Give number through 21 as shown below:
CODE MATERIAL SIZES

1 Bronze disc, 416 stainless steel 2"-36"
shaft, bronze bearings in 2"-20",
reinforced TFE bearings in 24"’-36"

2 Cast iron disc with welded nickel edge, 4".36"
416 stainless steel shaft, bronze
bearings in 4"-20", reinforced TFE
bearings in 24"-36"

3= 316 stainless steel disc and shaft, 2"-20"
TFE-coated stainless steel bearings

5 Bronze disc, 316 stainless steel shaft, 2"’.36"
TFE-coated stainless steel bearings in
2"-20", reinforced TFE bearings in
24"-36"

6 Cast iron disc with welded nickel edge, 4"-36"
316 stainless steel shaft, TFE-coated
stainless steel bearings in 4"-20",
reinforced TFE bearings in 24".36"

8-- Bronze disc, 304 stainless steel 24"-36"
shaft, reinforced TFE bearings

9= Cast iron disc with welded nickel 24"-36"
edge, 304 stainless steel shaft,
reinforced TFE bearings

12"-- Cast iron disc with welded nickel 4"-20"
edge, 416 stainless steel shaft,
bronze bearings in 4"-20"

13% Bronze disc, 416 stainless steel 2"-20"
shaft, bronze bearings in 2"-20"

14 Electroless nickel coated cast iron 2".36"
disc, 416 stainless steel shaft, bronze
bearings in 2"-20", reinforced TFE
bearings in 24"-36"

15 Electroless nickel coated cast iron 2"-36"
disc, 316 stainless steel shaft, TFE-
coated stainless steel bearings

16 Electroless nickel coated cast iron 24".36"
disc, 304 stainless steel shaft,
reinforced TFE bearings

17"-- Electroless nickel coated cast iron 2"-20"
disc with 416 stainless steel shaft,
bronze bearings in 2"-20"

18*Cast iron disc with welded nickel 2"-16"
edge, 416 stainless steel shaft,
bronze bearings

19"-* Bronze disc, 416 stainless steel 2"-16"
shaft, bronze bearings

20"-" Electroless nickel coated cast iron 2"-16"
disc, 416 stainless steel shaft,
bronze bearings

21 *--" 316 stainless steel disc and shaft, 2"-16"
TFE-coated stainless steel bearings

"For 25 psig uni-directional shutoff. Contact factory for
shutoff requirements up to 100 psig.

"*For diaphragm actuators, 25 psig uni-directional shutoff.

ACTUATOR AND
ACCESSORIES

All actuators must be
ordered by adding the
actuator number to the
basic valve identification.
Actuator descriptions
and ordering information
are shown in actuator
sections.

Lever Actuators
--Page 12

Rotary Manual
Actuators

--Pages 12 and 13

On-Off and
Positioning
Cylinder Actuators

--Pages 14 and 15

Electric Motor
Actuators

--Pages 16 and 17

Diaphragm
Actuators

--Pages 18 and 19

Order accessories as
shown in accessory
sections.

Manual
Accessories

--Pages 20 and 21

Cylinder
Accessories

--Pages 22 and 23
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2"-20" electric motor actuators
QCTUATOR
SPECIFICATIONS
Actuator Type
RCS Motor Actuators with brake.
Speed of Operations
Speeds

2"-4" 30 seconds (KMGM2 and
KMGM3)

5" 30 seconds (KMGM3)
15 seconds (KMGM4)
30 seconds (KMGMS)

6" 15 seconds (KMGM4)
30 seconds (KMGM5 and
KMGM6)

81’ 30 seconds (KMGM6 and
KMGM7)

10" 30 seconds (KMGMT)
12" 30 seconds (KMGMT)

26 seconds (KMGM8)
14" 26 seconds (KMGM8)
16" 26 seconds (KMGM8)

55 seconds (KMGM9)
18"-20" 55 seconds (KMGMg)

See chart below.

Motor Enclosure
NEMA 4 Watertight (Standard).
NEMA 7 available on request.
otor Electrical Characteristics
andard 120 VAC 60/50 Hz,
phase a.c.

Optional 220 VAC 60/50 Hz,
phase a.c. (MAR25, 50, 90, 100, 160,
250, 800 and 1600); 220/440 VAC, 3
phase a.c. (MARIO0, 160, 250, 800
and 1600)

Manual Valve Operation
Motor back shaft provided for wrench
operation. Safety interlock cap cuts
motor power when removed.

Limit Switches
Two standard adjustable open and
close limit switches are located
within the motor unit.

15 amps, ’/$ hp, 125or 250 VAC
5 amps, 120 VAC "’L’" (Lamp Load)
’/2 amp, 125 VDC
’/, amp, 250 VDC

Accessories
Position Indicating Switches

2 optional switches can be added.
Standard switches are SPDT.
Consult factory for DPDT and
3PDT switches or for more than
two extra switches.

Extra switches furnished on same
Cam as standard.

Auxiliary switches furnished on
separate Cam.

Potentiometer
Furnished mounted in the limit
switch case. Approximately
valve rotation from open to
closed provides usable potentio-
meter output signal span of
approximately 1,000 ohms, To
order, add code "R" to actuator
identification.

Breather and drain
For applications that are
exposed to high humidity;
breathers and drains are
recommended for explosion-
proof actuators.

Heater and Thermostat
For applications that are
exposed to high humidity, or
extreme low temperature,

heaters and .thermostats are
recommended.

Extended Duty Motor
All standard units are rated for
25% duty cycle. When ordering
extended duty units it is
recommended that DeZURIK be
consulted to determine the
correct cycle time for particular
applications.

Actuator Ordering
To order electric motor actuators,
add the appropriate actuator model
number from the sizing table below
and the electric characteristics code
as follows to the basic valve
identification. Actuators can be
mounted at 90 increments
clockwise from standard. Specify
non-standard mounting positions
below the valve and actuator
identification.

Electrical Characteristic Code:
A= 120 VAC 60150 Hz, phase a.c.
B 220 VAC 60/50 Hz, phase a.c.
C 220/440 VAC, 3 phase a.c.

ORDERING EXAMPLE:
0600, FIG 632, W, B, RSle, 2,
KMGM6, A.

UNOERCUT OlSC
VALVE
SIZE 25 PSI UNI-OIRECTIONAL SHUTOFF
-5" MAR25 (101 KMGM2
6’ MARSO 30l KMGM3
8 MARI (30) KMGM5

i0"" MAR160 30 KMGM6
12’ -14"" MAR250 (30) KMGM
16"-20" MARSO0 (26) KMGM8

FIG 632 BUTTERFLY W/RCS MOTOR

,R2O’
l ,;F 7 ;;/";;

?._,..q.o___J L
KMGM8

:.,=., -- "._.-.::..:,-: :,
"" xM6 : :.:.: t’ .::.’:: :: .:-: .,. .:-:

NOTE: Number in parentheses indicates operating speeds for" rotation.
cycle motors only: cycle motors increase in time by a factor of 1.2.)
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2"-20" manual actuators
ACTUATORS

10-Position Levers (Photo 1)

Positive latching A lO-position dial
provides positive latching in open,
closed and eight intermediate
positions. Pointer indicates disc
position. (Optional adjustable
memory stop.)

Lock to prevent tampering A notch in
the handle allows use of a standard
padlock to prevent unauthorized
valve operation.

Infinite.Position Levers* (Photo 2)
Adjustable throttling position Hand
tightening of the threaded shaft
against the dial plate holds the disc
in any desired position. Graduated
dial indicates disc position.

Adjustable Memory Stop All infinite-
position levers have an adjustable
memory stop to allow the valve to be
closed and reopened to the same
position. (Photo 3)
Ordering Levers
To order, add lever number to basic
valve identification. Actuators can be
ounted at 90 increments from
ndard. Black area indicates disc
sition. Lever size range is shown

below. Handwheel actuators are
recommended for valves above 6"
and where water hammer may occur
due to sudden valve closure.

Patented U.S. 3,537,473

Number Lever Style
KLG1 10-Position Lever

(2"-12" valves only)
KLG2 Infinite-Position Lever

(2"-10" valves only)
FIG 603, Memory Stop (Used with
KLG1 only) An adjustable stop used
to return valve to a preset open
position after shutoff. A common
application for this feature is air
conditioning or heat exchanger
balancing. Order FIG 603, 0200, R.

ROTARY MANUAL
ACTUATORS
Enclosed construction Includes:
stamped steel cover with position
indicator window. (Photo 4)
Weatherproof construction Includes:
cast iron cover with position
indicator window and gasket; seals
on the actuator input shaft and thrust
plate. (Photo 5)
Buried construction Includes: cast
iron cover with gasket; seals on the
actuator input shaft and thrust plate;
stainless steel bolts on actuator
cover and on end cap; sealed
connection between the valve neck
flange and actuator base. (Photo 6)
Actuator Input
Actuators are available with a variety
of manual inputs as follows:
Crank (Photo 4)
Handwheel (Photo 5)
2" Square Nut (Photo 6)
Chainwheel

Ordering Rotary Manual Actuators
To order rotary manual actuators, add
the appropriate actuator number
from the table below to the basic
valve identification. Actuators can be
mounted at 90 increments from
standard as shown on page 13. Black
area indicates disc position. Specify
non-standard mounting positions
below the valve and actuator
identification.

ACTUATOR ACTUATOR
CONSTRUCTION INPUT NUMBER
ENCLOSED 2 -6 KEG3L

CRANK 8-14 KEGSL
16-20 KEG/L

HANDWHEEL

CHAINWHEEL

2’-6" KEG3H8
8-14"" KEGSH12
16"-20" KEG/HI6

2"-6"" KEG3W8
8"-14’" KEG5W12
16"-20" KEGTW12

WEATHERPROOF 2"-6"" KWG3L
CRANK 8-!4 KWGSL

16 -20’" KWGTL

HANDWHEEL

2" SOUARE NUT

2"-6’ KWG3H8
8-14" KWGSH12
16 -20 KWG7H16
2"-6 KWG3N
8 -14 KWGSN

16" "-20’" KWGTN
WEATHERPROOF
(BURIABLE)

2SQUARENUT
2-5 KBG3N
8-:4 KBGSN
!6-20" KBGTN

FIG 624, 102 Chain For use with
chainwheel actuators above. Order
as a separate item by giving "FIG
624, 102" with length below.
Galvanized Ch.ainwheel and Guide
Same as chainwheel above except
chainwheel and guide are galvanized.





FLOW METER (Impact) 5811
This flow rate indicator is a combination impact tube

and dire.ct reading variable area flow meter. It can
be easily and inexpensively mounted by means of a

pipe saddle mounting fitting, dlrectly in a steel or

PVC pipe line running at any angle. To read the
indicator simply push the button as indicated.

FLOW METER (Monometer): 5800
The Paddock Ori-Flowmeter is of the self puring

by-pass kinetic monometer type. It provides linear

indication of flow rate over a 10 to 1 flow range. It
is connected to the main line by orifice taps. The
meter measures by-pass flow. Accuracy of this unit

is plus or minus 2%. Orifice flanges and stainless
steel orifice prate must be ordered separately desig-
nating the IPS line from which flow is to be read.

Paddock I efinite
WATER TREATMENT

555 Paddock Parkway, Rock Hill, S.C. 29730

FILTER
ACCESSORIES

WORLD-
WIDE

a division of

Paddock of California



PADDOCK CAT. NO, 5811
DATA CHART

Pipe
Cat, No. Model No. Size
5811-1 71K10Zl-A 1"
5811-2 71K1021-A 2"
5811-2 71K1021-A 2t"--- 5811-3 71KI021-A 3"
5811-4 71KI022-A 4"
5811-5 71KI022-A 5"
5811-6 71K1022-A 6"
5811-8 71K1022-A 8"
5811-10 71]1022-A 10"

"= 5811-12 71K1022-A 12"
5811-14 71KlO22-A 14"

-: 5811-16 71KIO22-A 16"

GPM
Flow Range

8-80
10-135
15-195
30-300
40-$20

80-820
100-1200
200-2200
300-3300
500-4600
500-5600
600-7400

SPECIFICATIONS:
Floleter:
The indicator shall have a maximum
indicated capacity of GPM of
water in a inch"dTter
pipeline. Th’-TTow indicator
shall be Paddock No. The
indicator shall prowe"d--minimum
I0 to operating range for all
pipe sizes to which it shall apply.
The indicator shall have a rated
pressure of 100 PSI. The indicator
shall be equipped with an integral
shut-off valve so that the flow is
indicated only when desired. The

glass tubes and orifice shall be
readily removable from the body for
cleaning without dewatering the pipe-line. The meter shall be constructed
completely of metal with glass tubesand Teflon float stops. The flow
rate indicator shall mount directlyon the pipelines by means of a serviceclamp and shall not require the use of
tapping or threading tools. Orificeplates and flanges are not requiredand the unit may be mounted in any
existing line with the proper pipesaddle.

ROCK HILL SOUTH CAROUNA 29730

IMPACT TUBE
VARIABLE AREA FLOWMETER

NONE
UATE June, 1979

C&T.H 5811

[J Orifice Flange
= Cat. So. Pipe.SizeII , sso2 2

$804 4"

i 5806 6"
’, ssos s,II 8o o"

SPECIFICATIONS:
F1oeter
he floeer shall be a self-purging Performance shall be 2E of maximum
oypass or xinetic monometer type bypmss flow rate with ten to one
providing linear indication of flow rangibility. Meter body shll be
rate over a ten to one flow range rigid extruded alinum with all
The unit shall be piped to main line parts and fittings of corrosion
orifice taps with the bypass flo resistmnt materials similar to Lucite,reading given as a function of main neoprene, Teflon, stainIess steel,line flo. Ori-Flowrator seals may Delrin, and glass. Standard unit forbe readily converted from O ring to pipeline mount is furnished with all
packing gland type ith the provision manifold piping including m set of
that the entire tube, float assembly orifice flanges and stainless steel
etc. may be removed for cleaning and orifice plate. Floeter shall be
inspection with meter in line Paddock No.

RK mLhCARQLINA% June, 197
RtPT) T, Nv 5800

V KINETIC MOHOMETER ORI-FTOR .Nq A-22



FILTER
ACCESSORIES

SIGHT GLASS: 5818 (IA") and 5819 (2")
The sight glass is installed in the backwash l!.ne
operator to observe lhe clarity of.thefgea.te,r
during backwashing. Thisp-.,sho,o_s.s:’_ble.
backwash anck_’s,.s!_g:.h!

brass v,ith a lucite

AIR RELIEF VALVE: 5866
Pressure filter tanks are provided ’ith a means to

automatically vent any entrapped air from the tank. The

valve has a 3:4-inch male connection and is fabricated of

brass. It contains a built-in check valve.

GAUGES 5830, 5832,5834,5834-1,5835
Paddock gauges are provided g-ith easy to read faces

in pressed steel cases with 1/4" IPS brass con-

nectors. They are available in ranges from 0 to 60

lbs. per sq. in. pressure and from 0 to 30 in. of

mercury vacuum in both 2 1/2" and 4 1/2" sizes and

also in compound pressure-vacuum gauges.

GAUGE PANEL: 5840
This cast aluminum panel mounted securely onto a

holder is supplied ’Ith two 4 1/2" gauges designed
to read the influent and effluent pressure readings

on a filter. The panel comes complete with gauges,
sample cocks and copper tubing.

Refinite Water Conditioning



SPECIFICATI(];S:

hall be Inches In dia-
meter and shall a’-’-Riaos-covered
face readinR directly In PSI from
0 to 60 (andlor in Inches of mercury
from 0 to 30). The case shall be
pressed steel. The bourdon tube shall
be trumpet brass soldered to the
socket and tlp. The brass movement
shall be of the rotary Rear design.
mounted independent of the case.

A I/4" IPS brass connection shall be
provided for connection to tubing
directly into tapped holes provided In
the system, Paddock Ho.

A common Rau,e holder panel for two

4-I12" diameter lhfluent and effluent
gauges shall be provided. It shall be

cast aluminum and designed to connect
to a pipe saddle. It shall be supplied
with two 4-l[2" diameter gauges, Pad-

dock No. 5832, sample cocks and con-

nections for tubing, laddock No. 5840.

Paddock I(R)flnlle

Fit. IF:It







How Io Order Series "G" Pressure Switches

Switch Order
Code:’"

GP Pressure

NO Ske{eton
N4 NEMA 4 (Wate.,llght)
N4S NEMA4X (Watertight.

Corrosion Resistal)

G Ge,e-ei Furpose
J Hermetically Sealed

Contacts
GG General Purpose

(O,Jal SPDT)
JJ Herme!ically. Sealed

(Dual SPC)T)

B Buna N
V Viton
WS !neons; 71&’3:6 S S.

25 Vo" N; I"F
06 ’,’" NPTM/W’ NPTF

Write X. followed by’ optlot
se!ection

Choose from appropriate
tab!es

HOW to Order Series C100, C200, B400. BT00
Pressure Switches

Series Code:

5wltch O:er
Code:

Wr,te B4. ’T. ’C1" or "’C2 for
Ser;es E40"J. BT00. C:0O o C20

Jrite the order code number of
t.he sw,tch element selecle0

Actu,Mor Write the code le!ter of the
Seal Code: available diaphragm wanted,

Oplton
Adder:

How to Order Snap Action Pressure Switches ,=7

Series "G" Pressure Range Select;on

,lU,lableSe, Fo,n: Limil=

1-10" H=O
3"-30
6-60’" H4
10-100" HzO
t5-150"
30" Hg vac
1.5-15 psi
3-30 psi
6-60 psi
10--10O psi
20-200 psi
40-40 psi
6G-600 psi
I00-I OO0 ps
30-3_000 psi

Overpretsure
Ratings

Proof ’1

20 35
20 35
20 35

250
50O 1500
500 1500
5OO 1500

1000 3O00
2400 3000
240O 3OOO

120OO 180OO

Aptxeximatz

2.5" HO
3.0"
4 o" H=O
6.’H

5" Hg va
20i
3.0i
4.0p
6 0 psi
15i

psi

250 psi

Series C100, C200, B400, BT00 Pressure Range Selection

Series C100, C200

Adiusiable
Set Fo:nt Limits

0.75-6 5 psi
1.5-33 psi

3-66 psi
5-I 10 psi

10-220 psi

20-440 p;
30-660

Series B400; B700

30 Hg Vac-0-16.5 psi

30’ Hg V.=-c-0-33 psi
30’ H9 Vac-0-66 psi
0.5-11 HO
.5-33"’

3-66" HO
5-110" H,O

S-165"’ HzO
0 75-6 5 psi

-22 psi

5-33 psi

Ovore$ure
Ratings

Prowl Burst
psi psi

500 900
500 900
,000 1,500
.000 1.500
,8O0 2,50O
,800 2,500

.800 2,5O0

500
500

500
20 35
20 35
20 35

20 35
50O 1,500

500 1,500

S00 1.5OO
500 1.500

1.000 1,500
.’)-22.3 ps, 1.000 3,0,")0

o, i 3.000
3.000

150-3300 psi 12:000 _[ 18.000





Snap Action Pressure Switches

Sedes B400
Pressure Switches

"..

DESCRIPTION Ashcroft pressure switches are
igrled to handle pressures from vacuum to 3.000 psi.

with proof pressure tO 12. i. They are
wth a vriety of diaphragm matea whl Off
compabbility with vidually any gas or iuid. Snd-- iaphragm materials are: Bu N. and
OPATIONoffprureswitcuadi
phagm seated pton auator. Aseprereon
the clibrated piston increas, the adjust swing
force is overcomea actuates a precision snap
acto, swtch. The piston itself is seal fom the
pross by a diaphgm and ’" Ring.
,geo moving par and small motio give this
8ctu’,or a high resistance tO shk, vibrati nd high
ovsrpress,e capability.
A , eldad a:e leel acluator i alo avadablea an
oq,n fa pess res flora 15 psi to psi.
In the ower pressure ranges from 10 inches of HzO
through 159 inches of H, a diaphragm actuator,
which =s send,bye to smail pressure changes. s u.
Series GP4 and GP4S
meets ruremnts Of NEMA 4 (GPN4) andN4,
4X a;d 13 (GPN4S)
slai;ess stee or epoxy coated enclosures
v,’ater!ig, water resistant an uSl tight
ease of lqsaHat=on and quck set point adjustment

ris B700
Explosion-proof switch erclosure

m(.ets requirements of NEMATy 7 (NEC Cla 1,
Oiv. and D;v 2. Groups B, C & D) and NEMATy 9
(NEC Class II. Div. and Div2. Groups E, F &

= epoxy coaeo alum;hum case and cov --threaded
cover is "O’ ring gasketed to achieve weatheight
construchon.
screw te minals intral wffh stch
corrosive resistant stainle stl adjtment asmbly

Series B4
Wteiht’oiltight/dustt{ght switch enclure
= meets requirements of NEMA Typ 4 and 13
epoxy coated aluminum case and cover
ptive co :er screws and gasket

SeriesC
basic C1 swtch with NEMA enclosure
encosur can added in the field
waF o: sem mounted
sty* bracket with rugg fme retardent plasticover

Setle C100
Basic co=struct;on
= for OEMu as stem-mntnti

trol panels, staer boxe or uipment

Sfew terminals integral with switch etent
Choice of switch ements
= fie0 d;fferent=a SF’DT. automatic reset elements

ra:ed for Standard or heavy duty AC or DC applications

Sn: krob se po.nl adFJmer,
ca;;.,=ed sca’.c for set-point indic.aton

OlLo,a; diaphragms su:tble fOr most hq,jids or
Iowe housing Cf epoxy coated alum;hum available
’dC,uS :.re (.onr:ectionS





Series 400and 700 ProdtJct Selection information 4s

Range D:ferentlal Prmure Actuator
(3.0-15 to 60-503 psld) (Shown)
This 3ctuator is de3igned to withstand vibration,

high static and overpressure situations. The standard
pressure co,nections are nickel-pie.ted brass. A dual
piston and cylinder mechanism is eaed from process
fluids by diaphragm and O-rings. These are availab!e
in Viton, Buna N and Teflon. Se;ce temperature
above 15QF s not [ecornmened. Optional stainless
steel pres’ure connections are evailae (option XUD).

Low Range Pressure and DlfferenUa! Pressure Actuatm’
(IN HzO Range=) (Not Shown)
The low range actuator is the diaphragm type. The

process connections, diaphra=;m, O-ring and housings
are exposed to the process media and must be com-
patit’)ie with iL A} Iardware and the process connection
are stainless steal, the housins are carbon steel
phragms are available in Viton and Buna N. S,rv;ce
temperature above 150F is not recommended.
Optional stainless steel housings are avaqabie.

(Option XTA)

’remperatu.e Ac,tuto
Ashcroft temperature switches operate on the vapor

pressure principle: The vapor pressure produced is
applied to a sensing element, which in turn actuates
a switch. This is known as a SAMA Class II system.
Various fillirg materials are used, inciucJing Propane.
Butane. Freon 113, N. Propyl alcohol and Xylene. Since
the system is lim=[ fii!ed, high overlemperature capabil-
i s possibte. At hi’,h overltmpetature ",he fluid is
completety vaporized.
The interface e,ween liquid anJ vapor is the point

at wt-4ch sensing occurs. TIIs is the "sensitive" portion
of the.. bulb. Bulb extensions and capil;ary are normally
filled with vapor, ano have li.-.ie effect on the set point,
regardless of ambient tsmperature variations; there-
fore, no ambient compensation is required. For best
results, the bulb should be mounted within 60 of
veical to assure the liquid remains in the bulb.

Enclosure
Two Series are offered. Senes 400 an epoxy coated

alurT,inum enclosure and cove;. The captive cover
screws and gasket make tis enclosure wa,*e,’lght, oll-
t=gP, and dusttignt to NEMA 4 nd 13 Requirements
SeriEs 7(X) is an epoxy coated alum=n:.’m enclosure and
th,r.ded "O’" ring gasketed cover Ttis explosion-
proof, weathertight enclosure meets requirsments of
NEMA Type 7 (NEC Class I. O,v. and Div. 2, Groups
B. C & O) and INEMA Type 9 (NEC Ciass II, Div. and
Div. 2, Groups E, F & G).

witch element
The electrical switches are Underwriters Lzbora-

tories (U.L.) listed snap-acting switches. They are avail-
able in many variations which mak it compatible with
most electrical loads. The ppi;cation should be reviewed
to verify the electrical ratin are s=.itabe for tr-,e intended
use. T.e taie on page S hsts ,ressre eaband and
Correspond’ling electrical r,.ins to neap i se!ection.
Dresr ili test a switch wiLh a c,:stmer’s electrical

if there is a question of comFatibility

Sedes 400 and 700 Electrica! Charocteristlc$

Cod,,
Switch Eiem,t

UL/CSA Listed S.P.D.I’.

Narrow dea.3>and AC

Hermetically sea!ed
switch, narrow clear,band

15A. 125/250 VAC
125/250 vAC.
5A Res, S P.D,T.

23 Heaf duty AC 20A, 125/250 VAC
24 General puse 15A. 125;250;!VAC

’.A, 125 VDC
::A. 250 VDC

25 Heavy duty DC 10A. 125 VACo
DC, 1/8 HP, 125
VACo DC

25 Ssted environment proo! 15A. 125/250 VAC
27 Hig temp. 300 F 15A, 125.’2%.,0 VAC

32 Hermeiclly sele 125/250 VAC,
Sw:tCh, gener purpose

28 VDC. 5A
(AC and DC} S P.DT.

Oua! Swlich
ULCA t,’’ .- D RD.T.

61 Dua! P.rr,," =J’d 15A. 125/250 VAC
62 Dual se!ed environment 15A. 125/250 VAC

proof

3 Dal high tep 300F 15A. 125/250 VAC

64 D:ar g,-eral jrpose

67

68 Dual hermaticarly sealed
swtch, general purpose

125,’250 VAC,
5A Res. 2 SP.D.T.

-T .,c.
3A Ind. (AC oly)
25 VDC, 5A Res.
(AC and DC) SP.D.T.

Switch Options

Code 0scflptJ0

XMD Mtric Markings
XNF TaggidgStainless Steel

WircI

Lower Housmj Pssure
X06 Corn. ’&" NPT Mare. W’N

Fae 316 Stainless Steel

XHX High Prf Procure,
PSi, in. H=O Lower
Housing

A 318 Sffiinless St]Lor
Housing for in. H=O Range

XUD 316StanessStell e=ure
nntion

XAI Braze Bcaided Armor For
prCaplla

Armo FOr St





SCREW LOCK W.SHER

Warded ,ISI 316qnc,onet 718 Pre.Jre Actmm,

WARNING: All controls should be selected considering
the media and ambiont operating conditions. Improper
application cn be detrimental to the switch, cause fail-
ure end possibty porsonal injury or property damage.
The inforrns:on in this (’,aiog is offered as a guide

tO assist in making the. prop-r selection of Ashcroft
cotro$.

A.-Joitlon.l ;,for,’nt;on is veifa,.e from Dresser
Ins.rumet Sale_,,. O,+’t,;c are listed on the beck cover.

The switct; aC’,L,tor iS rc’,rm&,d, exposed to process
flute an mus! ,*herefo,e he c,’=en:.i,a!!y compatible with
it. The following mzy be us-J to help se)ect actuator
type:

S4mled Pk:m/Cyllnder Pressure Actuator
This actuator consists of a calibrated piston and

cylinder. Process pressure on the piston area causes
it to overcome the adjustment spring force, and actuate
a snal>-action switch through the push rod A dia-
phragm and O-nng sea the proess me;a from this
m<;naq:sm. These seals are aai’,able in Buna N and
V:ton The st,sndaro process connect;on is ASI 303

tJitatcIe for L,e tJ) to 600 psi, this actoP,tor is a com-
pletely weldec sealed unit. Budt-in overpressure ca;3abil-
|ty maintains the actuator integr;ty up to 2400 psi Service,
temperatures above 30"F are not recommer,ded.





GENERAL CONTRACTOR

CWC, INC.

P. O. BOX 5579

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32207

QTY

2

SIZE

60" Diameter
60" Vertical
Straight Side

Shell

DESCRIPTION

Designed in accordance
with Section VIII Div.,
I of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code.

Working Pressure 100 psi
Hydrostatic Test 150

REFINITE WATER CONDITIONING DRAWING #RF-910-5

Iolinito P.,O. BOX 11676, ROCK HILL, S.C. 29730, PHONE (803) 324-7600





ZEOLITE WATER SOFTENING

WHAT IS HARD WATER ?

Water is called "hard" when it destroys soap, deposits soap curds on the
fibers of materials washed in water, and when these substances in the
water deposit gray rings of grease around bathtubs and lavatories, leave
scale deposits in coils of water heaters, teakettles, pots, pans or any
receptacle where water is boiled.

Hardness consists of the positively charged ions, called cations, calcium
(Ca) and magnesium (Mg) in the water and is expressed as parts per million
(ppm) or grains per gallon as calcium carbonate (CaCO3). One grain per
gallon 1"/. 1 parts per million. Iron (Fe) is also considered a orm of
hardness. The removal of these substances is accomplished by exchanging
them for tasteless non-soap destroying substances within the zeolite mineral.

HOW ZEOLITE SOFTENS WATER

As hard water flows trough a bed of eolite the hardness, calcium (Ca)
and magnesium (Mg), and the iron (Fe) dissolved in the water are absorbed
by the zeolite. As this action takes place the zeolite gives up sodium (Na)
in exchange for the hardness taken from the water (see picture 1).

Sodium (Na) is a harmless, non-soap destroying substance which allows
the water to be employed more advantageously for all uses.

After the zeolite has exchanged all of its sodium for hardness it becomes
exhausted and must be regenerated so that it can again remove hardness
from the water. Common, ordinary, clean salt is used to form a brine
for the purpose of rinsing the hardness from the zeolite and replacing the
sodium. The salt brine is made up of sodium (Na) and chloride (C1), is
passed through the zeolite in a relatively concentrated form. This
concentration reverses the softening action and forces sodium to displace
the hardness and iron in the zeolite. The hardness and the iron then flows
out to drain down the sewer with the chloride (see picture 2). When the
brine has been completely rinsed out of the softener it will again deliver
soft water.

Softenin Proces

Picture

--eneration with Salt

Form No. 160-60-1
I(R)|inlte P.o. BOX 1].676, ROCK HILL, 5. C. 29730, PHONE (803) 324-7600



A WATER SOFTENER CONSISTS OF:

SOFTENER TANK: The tank is cylindrical in shape with electrically
elded seams, flanged and dished heads and constructed to withstand
a working pressure of 100 psi. The tank has a top distributor to
distribute water evenly over the zeolite bed and a bottom collector
manifold to collect the water without allowing zeolite or gravel to pass
into the service line. A bed of four or five layers of graded and washed
gravel is placed over the bottom collector with the zeolite on top of the
gravel.

BRINE TANK: This is an open topped cylindrical tank where the salt
brine solution is prepared for introduction into the softener. The tank
is usually large enough to accomodate salt for six to ten regenerations.
The tank has a bottom collector, covered with a gravel bed, that connects
to an ejector in the softener valve nest.

CONTROL VALVE NEST: This is an assembly of valves, piping, fittings,
etc. which are used to direct the water in the desired direction for the
particular operational sequence involved. The valves may be standard
gate valves, multiport solo valves or hydraulically operated automatic
valves.

ZEOLITE BED: This can be several types but is usually Refinite
XR-30 which is a styrene type cation exchanger. The capacity varies
with the amount of salt used for regenerat.ion.

WATER TEST SET: A dropper soap test set is included to indicate
whether the effluent water is soft or hard.

WATER METER: (Option at extra cost). The water meter is graduated
in gallons and equipped with an electrical contact head so that a bell
alarm may be sounded at the end of a service run.

Other optional equipment, available at extra cost are pressure gauges,
sight glass for drain line and corrosion resistant interior lining for
the tanks.

Form No. 160-60-2



OPERATION OF MULTIPORT AUTOMATIC VALVE
FOR SOFTENERS

General

The main control valve for the softeners is a Refinite/Aquamatic
motorized multi-port valve. Associated with the multi-port valve
are some auxiliary valves and the operation of the multi-port and
auxiliary valves are controlled by ’the control panel. Th metho6-d-
otuf themuiti-porKF ve an acc sor "s described
in this pamplet.

The multi-port valve has three positions; service, backwash and re-
generate. To describe the operation in detail assume that the
valve is in position #i Service.

Position #i Service

In this position, hard water enters through the 3" line through
the 3" diaphragm operated valve to the back of the multi-port valve.
In the multi-port valve, water flows to the top of the stemplate
through the aperture that connects the pipe to the top of the softener
down through the softening resin through to the bottom connection on
the multi-port valve, through an aperture to the underside of the
stemplate and out of the service outlet of the multi-port valve.
The microswitch on the stemplate spindle is open and the motor is
stopped in this position.

The amount of softened water between regenerations is monitored by an
integrating_ meter on the soft water line for each softener. When
the set amount has passed through this meter, a signal will be sent
to the control panel indicating that the softener requires regeneration.
The control panel will send a signal to the hard water inlet diaphragm
operated valve, the solenoid will operate and the hard water inlet valve
will close. A soft water outlet line checkvalvewill preventsoft water
entering the multi-port valve. A 3/8"solenold pressure relief valve
on the body of the multi-port valve will open relieving pressure in
the valve. This solenoid is under the control of the control panel.
With pressure relieved from the body of the multi-port valve, a signal
from the control panel will be sent to the solenoid that lifts the
stemplate off the backplate. When this has taken place, a second
signal will be sent to the motor drive to rotate the stemplate.
(Note that this signal overrides the’open’contacts on the microswitch.)
The motor, receiving power, rotates the stemplate and the stemplate
moves to the backwash position. The backwash microswitch will open
stopping the motor and preventing further movement of the stemplate.
On a signal from the control panel, the solenoid will be released and
the stemplate return spring will move the stemplate on to the
backplate.

With the main valve indexed, the 3/8" solenoid valve on the body of

the valve will be closed by a signal from the control panel, the hard
water inlet valve will be opened, water will enter the multi-port valve

Refinite P.BOX11676, ROCKHILL, S.C. 29730, PHONE(3) 324-70
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from the back flow above the stemplate will pass down through the
bottom position aperture into the bottom of the tank, rise upward
through the resin, out through the top of the underside of the stem-
plate and out through the drain line. A timer will commence running
as soon as the hard water valve is open and at the end of the timed
period, the hard water inlet valve will close and the 3/8" solenoid
pressure relief valve on the multi-port valve body will open to
release pressure. The valve will then move to position three regenerate.

Position #3 Regenerate

In the regenerate position, the solenoid valve on the water supply
to the injector will be opened by the control panel and also the
solenoid valve on the brine line from the brine service tank to the
injector will also be opened by the control panel. Brine will be
transferred to the softener via the brine header and pass downwards
through the resin out through the bottom of the tank to the under-
side of the stemplate and out through the drain port and drain lines.
At the time of starting to regenerate with brine, a timer will commence
running and the amount of brine put in will be controlled by this
timer.

At the end of the brine injection period, the control panel will
close the solenoid valve on the brine line to the injector, the water
supply solenoid valve will remain open allowing water only to pass
downwards through the resin out through the waste line thus rinsing
the brine. This rinse period will also be timed and at the end of
the rinse period, a signal will be sent to the control panel indica-
ting that the rinse period has finished.

Return to Service Position

On receipt of the end of rinse signal from the timer, the control
panel will open the pressure relief valve on the multi-port valve
body and will index the valve round to the Service position as de-
scribed before. Once in the Service position, the control panel
will close the pressure relief solenoid, open the hard water inlet
valve and the softener will be in the softening position delivering
soft water through the service lines. Note that the index to service
position has been stopped by the microswitch which is now open as
described in the first paragraph.

Brine System

There are two brine tanks, one is a brine storage tank and one is a
brine service tank. The injector derives its brine from the brine
service tank. Between the brine storage tank and the brine service
is a brine pump under the control of a level switch in the brine ser-
vice tank. When brine is being drawn from the brine service tank,
the switch will close, start the brine pump and maintain brine in
the service tank. When the brine is at the correct level in the brine
service tank, the pump will be stopped by the level switch and the
system is ready for another regeneration.
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Maintenance

Basically, there is no maintenance in the normal sense of the word
on the multi-port valve other than keeping it clean the gears are
lubricated at Refinite’s plant with a special long lasting grease.
Approximately at three monthly intervals, the cover should be re-
moved from the gear box and the gears checked for grease. Note
that the amount of grease on the gears is very small and there is
no attempt made to run the gears in heavy grease. The solenoid
that lifts the stemplate will run hot and will vibrate when the
valve is indexing. This is quite normal, the vibration is due to
the pulsing AC voltagethrough the coil and magnet of the solenoid.

The soienoid is rated approximately 10 minute per operation and
can thus easily stand the short period of indexing.
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1

2

Multirport Valves

quamatic,

Hoffman

3"

i"
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SERIES I00, 103, 105, 107t

FLOW D|AGRAMS

.Rs..ater enters the s.lves ,t t pl cectisn the rear center o the bsckplat, and entersretly into t et chair thr onngs nIns ler rti of the stelate. It Is then

the large circular onin n the ter rti oft stelate (stelate fert) tnce totreatn tan. t ter return8 fr the treat-in tank It enters the bacpIate through the pi
ceci, fl thr an ntel cplate
into the ,tel.te tr.nsfer, .cro,. the tr.ns,erck thr another ckplate rt a leeves the

The diaBrams shol the path of the water thru theSolo valve for each of the 3 steplate positionsboth 100 series (8 port) and 200 and 400 series(6 port).

Legend

Backplate

Flow thru Baokplate

StemplaCe

Flow hru Semplao





diaphragm-operated wllvs

LOW PRESSURE LOSS THROUGH VALVE
LARGE OPENING, HIGH LIFT DISC
GIVES HIGH FLOW RATES
POSITIVE CLOSING AND OPENING
HYDRAULIC OR PNEUMATIC
OPERATION
DIAPHRAGM REPLACEABLE WITHOUT
INTERRUPTION OF FLOW
HANDLES LIQUIDS OR GASES
ADAPTABLE TO MANY CONTROL
DEVICES

OPEN
An AquaMatic Y-pattern valve means positive con-
trol with Full Flow. Complete control is obtained
with less bulk, less weight, and less complication
than with many other forms or remote control for
fluids. Seven series of valves, ranging from 3, to 6
in. IPS, bracket the needs of the process man as
well as the water conditioner for a positive means
of remote control at less cost.

L_

Purchasing

The Valve shall be of the Y-Pattern Design,
Diaphragm Powered, Hydraulically operated
and Pilot controlled. Valve shall have an upper
and lower chamber for power closing and open-
ing when required. Valve shall be completely
Hydraulic (no springs) in operation.

Valve shall be equal and similar in all respects
and operation to the diaphragm valves manu-
factured by AquaMatic, Inc., Rockford, II1.

FURNISH THE FOLLOWING WHEN ORDER-
ING: Size; fluid to be handled; maximum and
minimum line pressure; maximum temperature;
end connections required.

Full Open Operation When closing pressure, in up-
per chamber, is relieved by venting the pilot line, the
valve opens, positively, by line pressure on the disc.

VALVE

CLOSE
Drip-Tight Closing Closure is obtained by directing
line pressure or equivalent independent pressure
into the upper chamber. This pressure on the large
diaphragm area causes the valve disc to seal against
the seat.

OPTIONAL MODELS AVAILABLE
Flow Limit Stops Spring-Assist, Open Spring Assist,

Closed Normally Closed.

REPRESENTED BY

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS e1101 Are-, 815/964-9421
CABLE "AQUA/ATIC’" TELEX 257355

AquaMat. Inc, Ristered TrademarkPRINTED IN Bulletin 100H (11-77)



diaphragm-operated valves

Y.pstfern design, large seat opening ind hlgh.Iift
diaphragm produce excellent flow characterlstlcs.
There are no swings and related parts to consume
space or restrlot flow.

The diaphragm ia ehepe-formed of Bune N on Nylon
to assure long life. It can be replaced without stop-
ping flow, and all parts can be eervlced with the valve
In line. Valves are available with cast iron or brass
body end cap. Internal parts am stainless steel and
brass. Maximum operating pressure: 125 psi (860
kPa); Minimum operating pressure: 7 psi (48 kPa);
Maximum temperature: 300* F.(148" C).

For versatility of spplicallon0 valves are available to
be either opened or closed by pilot pressure.

--L’--’-- A (SCREWED)--- 1
J’A’ (FLANGED)

FLOW RATES DIAPHRAGM VALVES

CONTINUOUS FLOW 20 FEET PER SECOND

; I I illlll
FLOW GP M

LITERS PER MIN. G.P.M 378
FLOW RATES FOR PLASTIC VALVES--SEE BULLETIN ,02

DIMENSIONS
Size Ends Series As A Bs Br CI Cr D E F

In. 3:6 41 31/ 2
-1 SCRD 421

mm. 94 108 82 70

In. 4 5% 4 3
11/-1 SCRD 424

ram. 120 136 101 89

In. 6.62: 7.25 5.375 4.875
2 SCRD 425

mm. 168 184 136 123

In. 7% 8 5% 6
2-2 SCRD 426

mm. 187 203 146 155

In. 9 9
3-S SCRD 427-S

mm. 228 247 171 184

In. 10
3-F FLGD 427-F

mm. 270 273 178 184 160 18

In. 11, !14 10
4-F FLGD 428-F

mm. 298 375 254 222 180 18

In. 17 19 131/2 15"/ 9
6-F FLGO 429-F

mm. 431 482 343 402 240 20

B.S.P. threads optional on series 421 thru 427.
European flanges optional on series 427 thru 429.

SERIES 428F
4" FLANGED BODY

"For other materials consult facton/.

SPECIFICATIONS

Sizes: 1" 3" Screwed Cass: 125 Pound
3" 6" Flanged

Pteseure: 125 PSI recommended Woing Pressure (860 kPa).
Temperature: Water-Air Standard 32* F-150" F (0 C-65" C)

High Temperature 150" F-300 F(65" C-148" C)

Materials: Body & Cap Cast Iron or Bronze
Trim Bronze With Stainless Steel Shaft
"Diaphragm Standard Formed: Buns N/Nylon

High Temperature Formed: EPDM/Nomex
"Seals Standard High Temperature

Static: Buns N EPDM
Dynamic: Buns N EPDM

(Flurocarbon Ceeted)



Solenoid and float-controlled diaphragm-operated valves

Float-controlled
METAL BODY VALVES

Solenoid-controlled
METAL BODY VALVES

MANY CONTROL OPTIONS
On-off pilot pressure opens and/or closes valve.
Solenoid valves may be triggered manually or by
liquid level, timer, flow meter, pressure or temper-
ature. Float control may be used (either directly or
remotely located) with metal body valves, With
plastic valves, float control must be remotely lo-
cated (cannot be mounted directly on valves).

Solenoid-controlled
PLASTIC BODY VALVES

FOR PROCESS AND WATER
CONDITIONING APPLICATIONS
AquaMatic Y-pattern valves give positive control
with FULL FLOW. Complete control is obtained
with less bulk, less weight, and less complication
than with many other forms of remote control for
fluids. Size range covers the needs of the process
man as well as the water conditioner for a positive
means of remote control at less cost.

FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES OF
AQUAMATIC Y-PATTERN VALVES
For gases or liquids
Adaptable to many control devices including sole-
noid valve and float control
Low pressure loss through valve
Large opening, high lift disc gives high flow rates
Positive opening; drip-tight closing
Hydraulic or pneumatic operation

Diaphragm replaceable without interruption of
flow





SOLENOID-CONTROLLED

112

1-1/2

SERIES 4500

in. 4.93 4,12 2.87
mm 125 105 73

in 7.25 15.12 3:25.. __u_0__j_. 8.75 6.25 4.00
rflgi

i0.50 6.25 40o
2G7 ]59

9.56
243

15.00
1

12.00
3O5

12.00
305

6.68 5.87
170 149

8,25 6.52
209.5 166

9.81 7.62
Z49 ]93.5

6.25 4.00 ll.3l 7.62
159 lOl 287 193.5

7.87 4.87 12.25-9.62
200, i24 ’- 3Ii-
7.87 4.87 14.00 9.62
200 124 355 244

7.87 4.87 i4. 9.6z
200 .iz4 244

PLASTIC BODY
diaphragm-operated valves

P,astic valves handle de-lonized water as welt as
acids, caustic, cooant and harsh chemicais or
g3ses that would rapidly corrode metal valves.
Body and cap are molded of glass fi:led engineering
thermoplastic. Diaphragm is Buna N on Nylon. All
internal parts are made of corrosion resistant
terlals. T.he valve’s resistance to damage remains
unchanged from +32 to 50 F (0 to 65Ci.
Maximum working pressure rating is 125 psi (860
kPa)...
REMOTE FLOAT CONTROL
Direct mounting of float control on plastic valve$
is not recommended. Remote float control is illus-
trated in drawing below. Float lever arm actuates
the piot,

Control pressures applied and relieved at level
control ports P1 and P2, and in turn delivered to
and from valve diaphragm chambers, allow optional
power opening and/or clos;ng of the diaphragm
valve. This allows float action to open and]or c!ose
the aphragm valve at high and low leveLS.





Solenoid-controlledandFloat-controlled valves

METAL BODY
diaphragm-operated vlve$

3attern design, large seat opening and high-lift
;hrgm produce excellent flow characteris.ics

There are no springs and related .carts to consume
space or restrict flow.
The diaphragm is shape-formed of Buna N on Nylon
to assure long life It can be replaced without stop-
ping flow, and all parts can be serviced with the
valve in-line. Valves are available with cast iron or
brass body and cap. Internal parts are stainless
start and brass. Maximum operating pressure: 125
psi (8(50 kPa); Minimum operating pressure: 7 psi
(48 kPa); Maximum temperature: 2OOF (93C).
For versatility of application, valves are available
to be either opened or closed by pilot pressure.
When faster closing of the larger-size valves is
required, an auxiliary pilot-line valve can be supplied.

SOLENOID-CONTROLLED

SERIES 3500

SIZE DIM A O C O E

3/4 & 1" in 3.75 4.37 3.25 5.12 412
mm 95 Ill 82.5 130 105

mm 121 127 89 152 127

2 in 6.62 6.75 4.12 8.25 6.37
mm ]68 171 105 209 162

2 & 2-I/2 in 7.37 7.25 4.25 9.00 6./5
mm 187 184 108 229 171

3"S in 9.12 8.50 4.50 10.75 7.75
mm 23] 216 114 273 i97

3"F m 10.62 8.50 4.50 11.75 8.00
mm 270 216 114 298 203

4"F in 11.75 10.75 6.47 15.75 ll.O0
mm 298 273 164 279

6"F in 17.00 Z5.75 7.87 ZO.O0 14.o
mm 432 400 200 50 368

FLOAT-CONTROLLED

SIZE DIM A

mm 186

lmm_ 160

2" in 600
mm ]52

mm 195

3"S in 8.87
omm 225

3"F in 9.25
mm 235

4"F in 9.81
ram 249

[1o.94
mm 278

SERIES 3000

B C’ D

6.50 1.50 2.12
165 38

7.81 3.3! 1.75

243 ’,03 77

t4.75 3.10.56

2! 120 91

-i ;z0j 92

E F*

3.68 29
93 735

4.75 28
120 711

6.62 27
168 66

9 25
228 635

10.62 25
27O 635

11.75 22
298 659
]7 37

43_ Lo
SOLENOID SPECIFICATIONS: "Float Rods are 18

Stenrd vag: 5,2 HZ. Csult size are supgli with O stions. " valves arepi with
/facto for other voffag, st.
Power consumpti: 9.4 ttl,Vamw; 16 hn9. B.SP. threads availa vel. up to " size Bt hoe

25 inrush ttm on flangsd val per ASA stanrd, othe aila
Coil. Ca "B" md. cnnu= ty. Hh mperature on rut ly.
1 avadabte on ru.
EnclosurM: Gerakgu;p NEMA
Exglon-grf and te(-tbt (NEMA





VALVE CLOSED

Reservoir Level: Prevent tank

ovedlow and !os of pump suc-
tion Valve oens and cloe= at
readily adjust-!e "tow’" and
"’h:gh" levels.

Low Pressure: By -’,sing inde-
penCent source oR. pdot pressure
to operate valve. Iow-oressure
!o and/or .heavy, SCou3 and
)ntaminated liquids can be

readily accommodated.

Pump Protection: Pre-et low level of
float contro! prevents pump cavitation
Note that float control is remotely !dealed
from valve

VALVE OPEN

:.i’ .,,",,. ,,

Full Open Operation: When closing
pressure, n udder chamber, =s relieved
by venting the pfot ine. the Valve opens,,
positive;y, by :;e pressure on the disc.

SWITCH

VAt.VE

Switch Types: Solenoid valves can be
controlled by siml "on-off" manual
switch (either directly or remotely !ocat-
tl), time clock, pressure SWitCh. meter
control, tempera;ure sensor (thermostat.
thermocouple, pyrometer) or level contrOl
using probe, mercury switch or float
swatch.

Purchasing and information needed.’specifications

| (from ourchasing department) size screwed ends. standard float rod, to be used for
| PLEASE Valve catalog number controlling water at approximately 70CF and 30 to

FURNISH 2. Size and end tyl:)e (screwed, flanged. 60 psi preure

| socket weld) SPECIFICATIONS: (for engrneering and purchasing)
3 lud to be handled The Valve shall b_ of the .Patt,rn Desk.n.
&. Maximum temperature Powered Hydraulically operated and Pilot controlled.
5 Maximum and m..nimum hne Dressure Valve shall have an uDper and lower chamber for I;)ow-

/ 6 Indegendent control pressure, if any er closing and oDening when requcred. Valve shall be

J 7 Energize to open. or to close completely Hyo-aulic (no springs) in operaion.





NT
END SUCTION CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

(Flows to 90 GPM * Heads to 70 ft.)

FOR: RECIRCULATION, TRANSFER, FILTRATION, SPRAYING, FILLING,
PROCESSING IN" POLLUTION CONTROL, PLATING, ELECTRONICS,

CHEMICAL PROCESSING, PHOTO PROCESSING

FEATURES
OPTIMUM CHEMICAL RESISTANCE The C Series
pumps are constructed of precision molded CPVCpans
and provided with a wide variety of premium metal
shafts as well as CPVC sleeved shafts for maximum
resistance to aggressive chemicals at temperatures from
0-180"F.
WIDE VARIETY OF SHAFT MATERIALS C Series
pumps have 316 SS shafts as standard. Carpenter 20,
Hastelloy C, Titanium and.Stainless Steel sleeved in
CPVC are available for increased corrosion resistance.
Pumps with CPVC sleeved shafts eliminate all metal
contact with product being pumped.

EXTENSIVE SEAL OPTIONS Flotec C5, C7 and C8
pumps utilize John Crane Type 21 seals mounted in
an outboard configuration so that only the seal faces
and elastomers are in contact with the liquid being
pumped. None of the metal seal components are in
product contact. A large selection of seal faces more
than 20 combinations is readily available.
WATER FLUSHED SEALS Available on all three
models. Recommended when handling abrasive solu-
tions, high temperature solutions, when pump may be
run dry inadvertently, or when operating against a shut-
in discharge for short periods. A double mechanical
Seal is utilized for long lived, maintenance free operation.
MOTORS These models are mounted to standard

Camframe

motors which insures proper alignment of
p heads and motors. A large selection of motors
vailable, including: Totally Enclosed and Explosion

Proof models. Special Chemical Duty Motors are available
for highly corrosive atmospheres. For OEM applications,
Open Drip Proof Motors and Air Motor drives are available.

ELASTOMERS Viton is the standard elastomer for
O’ring and seal components. EthylenePropylene is also
available.

PRIMING Like most Centrifugals, Flotec C Series
pumps must be primed. These models are best suited
for flooded suction service; however, they may be used
for applications where vertical suction lift is needed.
Refer to Flotec Operating and Installation Instructions,
(Form 221) for plumbing recommendations.

DRY RUNNING Pumps are not to be run dry. Damage
may result if pumps are operated without fluid or if
improperly primed. In installations where the pump
may run dry, a Corrosion Resistant Vacuum Switch, or
a Water Jacketed Seal should be employed.
PERFORMANCE These C Series pumps are designed
for continuous duty under the most severe chemiqal
conditions. Properly applied, they will provide efficient
and long lived service with a minimum of maintenance.
PEDESTAL A heavy duty, ball bearing pedestal is
utilized for belt drive or to mount pump remotely from
the motor. Two, single row, shielded bearings are pro-
retted with outboard lip seals to provide long, trouble
free service.
TECHNICAL LITERATURE Additional Flotec literature
is available. The forms marked below are packed with
each pump.
Chemical Resistance Chart
Seal Selection GUide
Performance Curves
Operating & Installation,Instructions
Assembly/Disassembly Instructions
Pans Sheet & Dimensional Data

Form 120
Form 125
Form 218
"Form 221
*Form 232
Form 314



SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL NO. SEAL PORTS SIZE DESCRIPTION

C5P8-1164V
C5P8.1167V
C5P8-1194V
C5P8-1197v
C5P8.3100V
C5P8.1464V
C5P8-1467V
C5P8-1494V
C5P8-1497V
C5P8.3400V

Face
Face
Face
Face
Face
Water/lush
Waterflush
Waterflush
Waterflush
Waterflush

CTP8-1164V
CTP8-1167V
CTP8-1194V
C7P8ol 197V
C7P8-3100V
C7P8-1464V
C7P8-1467V
C7P8-1494V
C7P8-1497V
CTP8-3400V

C8P8.1164V
C8P8.1194V
C8P8o1197V
C8P8-3100V
C8P8.1464V
C8P8.1494V
C8P8-1497V
CSP8-3400V

Face
Face
Face
Face
Face
Waterflush
Waterflush
Waterflush
Waterflush
Waterflusl

Face
Face
Face
Face
Waterflush
Waterflush
Water/lush
Water/lush

=/4" x IPz" IPT

11/4,, x 1,, O0

1"x 4" IPT

11/"x11/4" OD

11/4" x 1" iPT

li 3/4",xl ,/2,, 0C

1/ Hp, 3450 rpm, 1151230 volt, 60 Hz, Single Phase, TENV
1/2 Hp, 3450 rpm, 115/230 volt, 60 Hz, Single Phase, Expl. Proof
I/3 Hp, 285013450 rpm, 208/2301460 volt, 50160 Hz, 3 Phase, TENV
1/z Hp, 3450 rpm, 2301460 volt, 60 Hz, 3 Phase, Expl. Proof
Ball Bearing Pedestal Mount
I/ Hp, 3450 rpm, 115/230 volt, 60 Hz, Single Phase, TENV
I/z Hp, 3450 rpm, 115/230 volt, 60 Hz, Single Phase, Expl. Proof
I/3 Hp, 2850/3450 rpm, 208/2301460 volt, 50/60 Hz, 3 Phase TENV
1/2 Hp, 3450 rpm, 2301460 volt, 60 Hz, 3 Phase, Expl. Proof
Ball Bearing Pedestal Mount

Hp, 3450 rpm, 115/230 volt, 60 Hz, Single Phase, TEFC
HP0 3450 rpm, 1151230 volt, 60 Hz, Single Phase, Expl. Proof

1 Hp, 2850/3450 rpm, 208/230/460 volt, 50/60 Hz, 3 Phase, TEFC
Hp, 3450 rpm, 230/460 volt, 60 Hz, 3 Phase, Expl. Proof

Ball Bearing Pedestal Mount
Hp, 3450 rpm, 115/230 volt, 60 Hz, Single Phase, TEFC

! Hp, 3450 rpm, 1151230 volt, 60 Hz, Single Phase, Expl. Proof
Hp, 2850/3450 rpm, 208/230/460 volt, 50160 Hz, 3 Phase, TEFC
Hp, 3450 rpm, 230/460 volt, 60 Hz, 3 Phase, Expl. Proof

Ball Bearing Pedestal Mount

1 t/z Hp, 3450 rpm, 115/230 volt, 60 Hz, Single Phase, TEFC
11/2 Hp, 2850/3450 rpm, 2081230/460 volt, 50/60 Hz, 3 Phase, TEFC
2 Hp, 3450 rpm, 230/460 volt, 60 Hz, 3 Phase, Expl. Proof
Ball Bearing Pedestal Mount
11/z Hp, 3450 rpm, 115/230 volt, 60 Hz, Single Phase, TEFC

I/2 Hp, 2850/3450 rpm, 208/230/460 volt, 50/60 Hz, 3 Phase, TEFC
2 Hp, 3450 rpm, 2301460 volt, 60 Hz, 3 Phase, Expl. Proof
Ball Bearing Pedestal Mount

OPTIONS
CHEMICAL DUTY MOTORS: Special Chemical Duty Motors are available. These special motors include: Corrosion-resistant cast iron endshields, base (except on fractionals) and conduit box (split type except on fractionals) withtapped conduit lead hole; Chromate primer on all these cast iron parts; Neoprene gaskets between conduit box andframe and under cover;, External flinger on shaft protects against moisture or dust entering into bearings; Condensatedrain holes (plugged) at lowest part of motor;, Chemical resistant fan; Air gap surfaces of rotor and stator epoxy coatedfor complete corrosion protection; Double-sealed, vacuum degassed, prelubricated ball bearings with extra supply ofmoisture resisting grease in cavity adjacent to the bearings; Non-hygroscopic superior Class A insulation; Stainlesssteel (18-8) shaft; Stainless steel nameplate and fastening pins; Sealer in rabbet fits and gaskets on thru bolts; All hard-ware heavily plated to resist corrosion; Motor exterior painted with epoxy enamel over chromate primer.

To order C Series Pump with Chemical Duty Motor, add Suffix CD to model number, e.g., C5P8-1194VCD.Refer to Price Sheet, Form 115D, for Chemical Duty Unit pricing.
SHAFT Standard shaft material is 316 Stainless Steel. Optional shaft materials of Carpenter 20, Titanium,Hastelloy C, and 316SS sleeved in CPVC (for non-metallic shaft) are available. To order Hastelloy C add SuffixC to model number. For Carpenter 20 add Suffix A. For CPVC add Suffix S. For Titanium add Suffix T. For example:C5P8-1164V becomes C5P8-1164SV for Sleeved Shaft.
SEALS Standard seals are John Crane Type 21 with Carbon/Ceramic seal faces and Viton elastomers. A wide
variety of seal face options are available. See Flotec Chemical Resistance Chart (Form 120) and Seal Selection
Guide (Form 125).



C SERIES DESIGN FEATURES
1. MOTORS Flotec C Series pump motors
are standard with oversized, heavy duty
bearings and are designed for continuous
duty service. Single phase units incorporate
Automatic Thermal Overload Protection.
Three phase, Totally Enclosed Motors are
standard with 208/230/460 volt, 50/60 Hz
electrics. These pumps are available with a
choice of Totally Enclosed Motors, Explosion
Proof Motors or special Chemical Duty Motors
for service in corrosive areas. See Page 2 for
special features of Chemical Duty Motors.
Other motors including Air Motors available
on special order.

2. PORTS Inlet and discharge ports on
models C5, C7 and C8 are standard internal
pipe thread. The outside dimensions of the
ports are also standard pipe size so flanges

or union couplings may be attached by
solvent welding for simplified plumbing

connect=ons.

3. SEALS John Crane Type 21 seals with
Carbon/Ceramic seal faces and Viton
elastomers are standard Seals are installed
externally to prevent metal seal components
from contacting the liquid being pumped.
A wide variety of optional seal materials is
available, including: Teflon, Pink Ceramic and
Carpenter 20. See Chemical Resistance Chart
(Form 120) and Seal Selection Guide (Form
125). Water flushed seals are available for
applications where possibility of dry running,
high temperatures, or pumping of abrasive
or crystalline solutions exists. Designed for
maintenance free, continuous duty service,
the water flushed seal utilizes a double
mechanical seal to insure long life and
positive sealing.

4. SHAFTS Standard shafts are precision
machined from 316 Stainless Steel. For more
corrosive applications, Carpenter 20, CPVC,
Titanium and Hastelloy C shafts are available.
Pumps equipped with a CPVC sleeved shaft
have no metal in contact with the solution
being pumped and virtually provides an all
CPVC pump.

$. CONSTRUCTION Models C5, C7 and C8
are modular in design and adapt to standard
56(3 frame motors without modification to the

motor. These models are provided w=th
motors of a specific horsepower Motors

with other than the standard horsepower may
be easily substituted. When pumping liquids
with high specific gravity, higher horsepower

motors are available. For high pressure
low flow applications, a less costly, lower

horsepower motor may be used See Page 4
of this brochure for Head-Flow and Power-

Flow Performance Curves for ower
requirements.



HEAD-FLOW CURVES
FLOW IN LITERS PER MINUTE

50 100 150 200 250 300 350

HEAD-FLOW-HORSEPOWER
Q; 70 c8 WITH 4.25IMPELLER AT 3500, RPM -22: " "HEAD FLOW

) 60 HORSEPOWEFIFLOW

C5 WITH 2.75 IMPELLER

FLOW IN U.S. GALLONS PER MINUTE
Peoance Data is on water at PM. PmsmneHding ific gmvi of 1.0 fer toerequirement on igher secific gravities. NOTE: 3 Phase Units standard12Volt,1 Hz. Wen orating on . torspe is 28 RPM, pump capacity and pressure pability is ruce ntact Flotec for Peonce Data when ruiring Hzseice.

C SERIES PERFORMANCE OPTIONS
IMPELLER DIAMETERS --Standard impeller diameters are:
C5 models 2.75" C7 models 3.75" C8 models 4.25"
To orcler (ifferent than standard impeller, add a suffix to the model number indicating impeller diameter required.For example, to order a mo(:lel CSP8-1164V with a 2" diameter impeller, the model number would read C5PS-1164V(25).Impellers are available in 2.5, 2.75, 3.0, 3.25, 3.5, 3.75, 4.0 .and 4.25 inch diameters. For performance curves foreach impeller cliameter in each C Series model, see Form 218.

MOTORS Motors are NEMA C face, 56 frame and the standard horsepowers are:
C5 models V] Hp C7 models 1 Hp C8 models 1Vz Hp
Two horsepower motors are available in 56 frame, NEMA C face. Determine horsepower required from performancecurves above (or see Form 218) and refer to Parts List (Form 314) for part numbers and ordering procedures.

DISTRIBUTED BY:

MANUFACTURERS OF PUMPS
AND FLUID HANDLING DEVICES.
14510 SOUTH CARMENITA ROAD,
NORWALK. CALIFORNIA 90650
(213) 921-1495

1tm" is IIelem4 e4 |. I. Ou Ime &



PUFt-#S

Table III-H Figure
811221

Motor
These models are mounted to standard 56C frame motors
which insures proper alignment of pump heads and motors--
3500 RPM.

mlnllanl in Inche
Fig. No. Size Cede Imp. Ola. Itor HP Else. Currinl Type Motor Inl FPT Outl FPT Length Width Itght Weight

--P’8082211 011 2.75 1/3 1/60/115-230 TENV 3/4 1/2 16 8-5/8 6 35

8092211 011 2.75 113 31601230-460 TENV 314 112 16 8-5/8 6 35

8102211 012 2.75 1/2 or 3 Phase Expl. Proof 314 1/2 16 8-5/8 6

8082211 014 3.75 11601115-230 TEFC 314 18 8-518 6

8092211 014 3.75 1 3160/230-460 TEFC I 314 18 8-5/8 6 40

8102211 014 3.75 1or 3Phase Expl. Proof 1 314 18 8-518 6

8082211 015 4.25 1-112 11601115-230 TEFC 1-1/4 19 8-5/8 6 45

8092211 015 4.25 1-1/2 3/601250-460 TEFC 1-1/4 19 8-5/8 6 45

8102211 016 4.25 2 or 3Phase Expl. Proof 1-1/4 19 8-5/8 6 50

=mB,umps are constructed of precision molded CPVC parts and

ovided with CPVC sleeved shafts for maximum resistance

aggressive chemzcals at temperatures from 0-180 F.

Pumps uhhze John Crane Type 21 seals mounted in an
outboard configuration so that only the seal faces and
elastomers are n contact with the liquid being pumped.

Water Flushed Seals. Available on all models.

A 2 HP motor wdl handle any performance left of cross
hatched area--3 HP motor in cross hatched area and 5 Ip
motor any performance tq the right of cross hatched area. Figure

812 to 813

ioc

so

s.o

4.7

c

,,’, o np___.u

5. IdPEI I.Ell

...,,
40 I0 SO I00 120 140

u.s

Olmnsiw= In
FiI. lit Size CII lap. tz. Molar lip El=. Current TyI Meier IolM FPT OuU= length Width Height WelgM

8123911 016 5.0 2 31601230-460 TEFC 1-114 19-112 9-112 9 70

017 5.2 3 3/60/230-460 TEFC 1-1/4 19-5/8 9-112 9 75

018 5.5 5 3/60/230-460 TEFC 1-1/4 21-1/2 9-1/2 9 90

Expl0so proof mOtOrS available--all szes

’JJStandard Construction
Body and End Cover--Polypropylene (subsurface glass

Impeiler--CPVC (hi-leap) closel design.
Shaft--316
SeM--Crbon ceramic witl 316

off.

Options
Shaft--Caprenter 20--Figure 812361 I.
Seal Elements Hasteltoy C--Figure 8123811.
Titanium--Figure 8123711.
Water Flush Seal--Figure 8143911.





. ’FL OMATIC LIHE CHECK VALVES
Bronze line check valves--Mod’l 80

Bronze line check valves with one drilled and tapped
Ior submersible pump applications. Vi" pipe tap, inlet side.

Size Enters Pipe Size

1/2"

31

l Ullil’,h,’(I Mi])l Jlull,’t’

hole--Model 80A

Wgt. per Dozen

4 Ibs.

1/" 8 Ibs.

2" 14 Ibs.

19 Ibs.

30 Ibs.

37 Ibs.

61/2 Ibs. ea.

13 Ibs. ea.

241/2 Ibs. ca.

Wet. per Dozen

8V,, Ibs.

13 Vz Ibs.

18 1/2 Ibs.

Ibs.

37 Ibs.

61/2 Ibs. ea.

13 Ibs. ea.

241/2 Ibs. ea.

Bronze line check valves with two drilled and tapped holes--Model 80B
for submersible pump applications, z/i,, pipe tap on inlet side,
1/4" pipe tap on oullet side. Size WRt. per Dozen

" 81/2 Ibs.

11/4" 18 Ibs.

11/2" 30 Ibs.

21/2"* 61/2 Ibs. ca.

4"" 241/2 Ibs.





RESIN INFORMATION
FOR RAVEN TANKS
Centrifugally-Cast
FRPe Chop/Hoop
Filament Wound
FRPe Rotationally
Molded Polyethylene

FDA-approved resins are recommended
for the storage of potable water. Raven
provides these resins in both
polyethylene and fiberglass, and are
available upon request. High density,
natural white color, in polyethylene. Pre-
mium resin, natural color, in fiberglass.

RAVEN’S LIMITED
WARRANTY
Raven Industries, Inc. warrants its
tanks to be free from defective
materials and workmanship for a
period of one year from date of
shipment, and will, at its discre-
tion, repair or replace any tank
found to be defective. Liability is
limited to repair or replacement,
and does not cover indirect or
consequential costs of damage
caused by mishandling or chemi-
cal attack.

FIBERGLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC (FRP) RESINS

STANDARD RESIN (Isophthalic
polyester). Has excellent structural pro-
per’ties and chemical resistance. Good
performance can be expected with a ma-
jority of corrosive materials commonly
used in industry. See Corrosion Guide
for specific chemicals.

PREMIUM RESIN (Vinylester). Has in-
creased corrosion resistance with cer-
tain aggressive chemicals. Recom-
mended in strong alkaline applications.
Good structural properties. Meets FDA
regulation 121.2576 for food hCndling re-

quirements, including potable water.
See Corrosion Guide for specific chemi-
cals.

OTHERS RESINS AVAILABLE include
bisphenol polyester, which also has in-
creased corrosion resistance and is FDA
approved for potable water and food
handling; orthophthalic polyester, used
for chemically non-demanding service;
and chlorendi polyester, a fire-retar-
clant resin with good structural proper-
ties.

CONSTRUCTION NOTE ON PREMIUM RESIN TANKS
All 60", 72", 90", 10’ and 12’ diameter premium resin FRP tanks are con-
structod with a nominal 100 rail premium resin inner liner; the balance of the
wall laminate being constructed of standard, isophthalic polyester resin. All-
premium resin tanks in these larger diameters are available upon request. FRP
premium resin tanks from 23" thru 48" in diameter have wall laminates con-
structed entirely of premium resin.

POLYETHYLENE RESINS
LINEAR LOW DENSITY Suited for
most industrial applications with good
corrosion resistance and exceptional
rigidity. A premium grade low density
(0.935) resin having broad molding
latitude and designed to provide a com-
bination of outstanding environmental
stress crack resistance and rigidity. The
melt index of this resin has been op-
timized to give good moldability, stress
crack resistance and low temperature
impact strength. And ultra-violet
stabilizer has been incorporated to give
improved weatherability.

FIBERGLASS TANK
COLORS

YELLOW
Standard sidewall color for horizontal
tanks.

AQUA
Standard sidewall color for Type B, C0 D
and E tanks.

WHITE
Standard color for tank end sections and
covers.

NATURAL
Non-pigmented walls and end sections
are standard for all premium resin tanks
and all 90", 10’ and 12’ diameter tanks.

OPTIONAL COLORS
Available on quantity orders include
BLUE, RED, GREEN and GRAY.

OTHER RESINS AVAILABLE include
high density (0.94 to 0.95) which pro-
duces a very rigid product and is also
FDA approved for food handling and
potable water storage. UV inhibitors are
added for protection against sunlight.

UV INHIBITORS
All polyethylene resins used by
Raven are compounded with
ultraviolet inhibitors. Raven tanks
molded out of black polyethylene
offer additional UV resistance in
outdoor applications.

POLYETHYLENE TANK
COLORS
NATURAL WHITE
Standard.

OPTIONAL COLORS
Available on quantity orders include
YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, RED and
BLACK.

IK)iAIVIFINI





" GENERAL INFORMATION ]
RESINS FABRICATION METHOD SUGGESTED
The resins used shall be Raven ap-
proved chemical resistant isophthalic
polyester 7240 series or an approved
equal. Vinyl ester and bisphenol
polyester resins shall be used for ap-
propriate applications. A maximum of
3%, of Cab-O-Sil or other approved thix-
otropic agent may be added for viscosity
control.

GLASS REINFORCEMENT
The glass reinforcement used shall be
commercial grade Type "E" glass fiber
and have a polyester compatible coup-
ling agent.

CONSTRUCTION
Construction of the wall laminate shall
be glass mat/resin lay-up or chopped
glass/resin spray-up. The resin to glass
ratio shall be from 75/25 to 67/33. The
outside shall be mold surface with a
10-15 rail layer isophthalic resin or gel
coat in contact with the mold. The inside
surface is coated with 7 to 10 mils of
resin to produce a smooth corrosion-
resistant surface.

APPEARANCE
The appearance shall be free of visual
detects as commercially practicable. All
surfaces shall be resin rich without pin
holes, air bubbles, or unreinforced
areas. All cut edges shall be sealed with
the same polyester resin. ,

CONSTRUCTION NOTES
ON TYPE 90 TANKS
Centrifugally cast Type 90 vertical tank
walls increase in thickness by steps
toward the bottom as the tank volume in-
creses. This increased wall thickness is
designed to match tank wall thickness to
the expected load. See page 17 for
Tapered Wall Dimension Charts.

A. Smooth exterior mold surface 10-15
rail,

B. Resin impregnated chopped "E"
glass to design thickness.

C. 7-10 rail smooth corrosion resistant
inner surface.

The end section or sections shall be pro-
duced in a separate mold using the wet
spray-up method. The wall section shall
be centrifugally molded using the wet
spray-up or mat lay-up method. The
prefabricated end sections shall be
joined with the wall section during the
centrifugal molding process. Joints shall
have the same resin glass reinforcement
as the wall laminate and all joints shall
be equal to or stronger than the compo-
nents being joined.

RTTINGS
The fittings used shall be a bonded in-
place type; or a mechanical type that
features an expanding grommet seal.

SPECIFICATIONS
Centrifugally Cast
Raven FRP Tanks
All centr!fugally cast fiberglass rein-
forced plastic tanks shall be a composite
of resin and non-continuous glass fiber.

Manufacturer shall maintain a con-
tinuous quality control program and
shall upon request furnish the engineer
with certified test reports.

Fibei’glass tahks shall be manufactured
by Raven Industries, Inc.: Sioux Falls,
South Dakota; Albertville, Alabama
and/or Washington Court House, Ohio.

PROPERTIES (minimum)

Tensile strength (PSI)
Tensile modulus (PSI)
Comprehensive strength ,(PSI)
Coefficient of thermal expansion

(in./in./Cf x 10-6)
Flexural modulus (PSI)
Density (Ibs./in.3)
Flexural strength (PSI)

14,000 ASTM D638-71A
800,000 ASTM D638-71A
18,000 ASTM D695-69

12 ASTM D696-70
600,000 ASTM D790-71

.049 ASTM D792-66
19,000 ASTM D790-71

Procedure used in determining the properties listed shall be in accordance with ap-
plicable ASTM Standards, Part 27, using the method designated above. Test samples
shall be of type, preparation and conform to the requirements of ASTM test method.

TYPE 90
TANK WALL ,,

FOR INFORMATION
ON THE FABRICATION
OF RAVEN CHOP/HOOP

FILAMENT WOUND
FRP TANKS, SEE
PAGES 18 & 19.

IDI ^ 1/I I:’]1!1"





Centrifugally Cast
TYPE B
FLAT BOTTOM-
OPEN TOP
FRP TANKS

58.3,000
Gallon Capacities
Dia. 23" thru 72"

FOR
FRP fittings & accessories see Sec-
tion 4.

PVC/Nylon fittings see Section 5
Vertical FRP tanks to 6,000 gal.
capacity see p. 16; to 21,000 gal.
capacity see pp. 18-19.

Mix tanks (FRP) to 1,000 gal. capacity
see pp. 14-15.

Resin information see p. 4 & Corro-
sion Guide, pp. 6-8
Limited Warranty see p. 4
Pricing information contact Raven
or the Raven factory representative
nearest you.

NOTE:

"Available from Sioux Falls. S.D. only.

Available from Sioux Falls, S.D. &
Albertville, Ala. only,

When ordering, specify either stan-
dard or premium resin. See resin in-
formation on po 4 & Corrosion
Guide, pp. 6-8.

Part No.
B1332"
B1392"
B1452"
BS00C"
BS00F"
B2332
B2392
B2452
B2512
B2582
B2813
B501C
B5IF
B3333
B3393
B3463

"--B3523
B3583
B3673
B502C
B502F
B4333
B4463
B4523
B4583
B4703
B4813
B503C
BS03F
B5323
B5443
B5503
B5623
B5683
B5803
R504C

B6363"
B6483"
B6553"
B6613"
B6733"
B6843"
B505C’ --:.r.

B505F’.
B7323
B7443
B7593
B7693
B7863
B7983
B7B03
B7C23
B7C83

>B506C :. ’:

C=paclty
(Gals.)

68
79
91
103
114
152

160
116
133
150
167
192

119
160
180
200
241
267

167
225
254
312
341
381

,::
203
274
310
345
416

265
357
449
541
628
720
812
9O4
950

B652,f
B8644

B8924
B8A44
B8C84
B8D84
B8G44
B507C
B507F
BF564
BF894
BFB84"
BFF54"
BFJ44"
50C’" ’".-: :

53O
670
810
955
1090
1380
1500
1770

1000
1500
2000
2500
3O0O

DiI. X Hr.
( ch)
23x 38
23 x 42
23x 48

-23"
23
24x 36
24 x 42
24x 48
24x 54
24x 60
24 x .79
24
24
30x 36
30x 42
30x 48
30x 54
30x 60
30 x 69
3O
3O
32x 38
32x 48
32x 54
32x 60
32 x 72
32 x 79
32

38x 38
38 x 48
38x 54
38x 68
38x 72
38x 79
38
38
42x 38
42x 48
42x 54
42x 60
42 x 72
42x 79
42
42
48x 36
48x 48
48x 60
48x 72
48x 84
48x 96
48 x 108
48 x 120
48 x 126

48
60x
60x
60x
60 x
60x
60 x
60x
60 x
60
60

48
60
72
84
96
120
130
152

72 x 61
72x 90
72 x 119
72 x 148
72 x 177

72.

Wall
Thiclmel=

1/’"
1/8"
Cover

Roaring Cover

1/8"
1/8"’
1/8"
1/8"
5/32""
Cover

Roating Cover
5/32"
5/32’"
5/32"
5/32"
5/32"
5/32"’
Cover

Roating Cover
5/32"
532
5/32"
5/32’"
5/32"
5/32"
Cover

Roating Cover
5/32"’
5132""
5/32""
5/32"
5/32"
5132"’
Cover

Roaring Cove,
5/32"
5/32"
5/32’"
5/32"
5/32"

(:;over
Roaring Cover

5/32"
5/32"
5/32"
5/32’"
5/32"
5/32"
5/32"’
5/32"
5/32"

Roaring Cover
7/32"’
732"
7/32"
7/32"
7/32"’
7/32"
7/32"
7/32"
Cover

Roaing Cover
7132"
7/32"
7/32’"
7132"
7/32"

Roaring

Boxed
WtJLb=.

28
31

45
51
56
62
68
75

53
64
70
76
88
95

74
85
93
111
120
130

86
100
108
118
136
146

112
132
154
176
195
216
236
255
268

219
245
272
298
324
377
399
452

3OO
378
447
536
628





LEGEND: NR: Not Recommended
NT: Not Tested

Material

Photographic olutlons
Phthalic acid
Picric (alcoholic) acid
Potassium bicarbonate
Potassium carbonate
Potassium carbonate
Potassium carbonate
Potassium chloride
Potassium dichromate
Potassium ferricyanide
Potassium hydroxide
Potassium hydroxide
Potassium nitrate
Potassium permar)ganate
Potassium persulfate
Potassium sulfate
Selenious acid
Silver nitrate
Sodium acetate
Sodium bicarbonate
Sodium bisulfate
Sodium carbonate
Sodium carbonate
Sodium carbonate
Sodium chlorate
Sodium chloride
Sodium cyanide.
Sodium ferricyanide
Sodium hydroxide
Sodium hydroxide
Sodium hydroxide
Sodium hydroxide
Sodium hypochlorite
Sodium hypochlorite
Sodium hypochlorite
Sodium nitrate

Sodium silicate
Sodium sulfate
Sodium sulfide
Sodium suIfite
Stannlc chloride
Stannous chloride
Stearic acid
Sulfonated detergents
Sulfuric acid
Sulfuric acid
Sulfuric acid
Tannic acid
Tartaric acid
Tetrachloroethylene
Tdchloroacetic acid
Tri=odium pho=phate

Urea-ammonium nitrate fdilizer mixture
Water (Distilled)
Water (Demineralized)
Water (Deionized)
Xylene
Zinc chloride
Zinc sulfate
8-8-8 Fert!lizar
THIS TABLE IS SUPPLIED AS A GUIDE AND

Synthetic veil required

%
Cancan-
tration

Laminate

All
All
10
10
tO
25
50
All
All
All
10
25
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
10

All
10
25
32

All
All
All
5
10
25

51/4

10
15

All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
100
25

70
All
All
100

All
100
100
All
All
All
100
All
All
100

Maximum Service
Temparature in Degrees F.

170
8O
150
NR
NR
NR
170
170
170
NR
NR
170
8O
80
170
NT
tTO

NR

t70

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
17"0

t70
t70

NR

170

170

210
210

210
210

210
150

21o
210
210
210
210"
180"
210"

210

210

210

ethyl. pvcFm’n,m
140

140
140
140
140
140
140
140
140

)DES NOT IMPLY A GUARANTEE.

"Due to variable rvice life, factory should be contacted for recommendations.

140 NT
NT NT
140 NT
140 75

140 75
140 75
140 NT
140 75
140 75

72 NR

140 75
72 NT
140 NT
140 NR
140 75
140 75
140 NR

t40

t40

Gremmefe O-Rings
NitrIIo FIVi EPDM

8O
140

140
140
140
140
212
NR
140
68
68
140
NR
NR
140
NT
176
NT
140
NR
140
140
140
NR
212
140

140

140
NR
NR
NR
NR
140

N

140.
140
140

NT
140
NT
104
NR
NR

NR
140 NR

140 140
212 212
212
212

140
212
104

1"04 NT
140 NT

140 .!40
140 140
140 ..140:
140 140
212 212

212 NT
NT 212
NT 140

104 NT
212 NT
140 140
NT NT
176 212
NT NT
140 140
140 140
140 140

140 140
212 140
212 212
NT 140
NT NT
104 212
104 212
104 212
NR 140

140 140

140 ".10

NT 140
NT NT

NT NT
140 104
68 NR
68 NR

NT 140
NR NR:.i

:::- NI::

NT
212

212 212
212 212
NR NR
212 .212
212 212.
Io. 104





90" Vertical 0- 4,000
90" Vertical 0- 6,000

10’ Vertical 0- 3,500
10’
10’
10’

t2’
2’

Vertical 0- 7,500
Vertical 0-12,000
Vertical 0-15,000

Vertical 0- 5,000
Vertical 0-10,000
Vertical 0-15,500
Vertical 0;21:000 .j

5056R

52641
52651
52661

53501
5351
53521
53541

53551
53561
53571
53581

GALLONAGE TAPE PLACEMENTS

FLAT BoI"rOM
FRP TANKS
Ht from

_T_a_n..k:._D.ia._ _..Fo._r (A)
23" 6-3/4"
24" 5-1/2" 10
30" 10
32""

7-1/2"

3-11A’"

Gall. (B)
(=Mark _on._t.m)

10

10
38" 4-5/8" 20

7-5/8" 40

72" 17-3/4" 300

OISHED BOTTOM
FRP TANKS

W/6" CLEARANCE

HI. frm. Gads. (B)
Tank Dis. Floor (A) (Mark mt Tape)

23" 14" 10

..6" m" - 50___ NOTE: 72" dished bottom
.---_Z2_ .4" | :o and mix tanks (pp. 14-15)
J.____. J have 12" clearance.

TAPES
TAPES OFFERED
& OESCRIPTION

For cataloged vertical and horizontal
FRP tanks 23" thru 72" in
diameter.., black lettering on
white, adhesive-backed tape with
Mylar overlay. For 23" thru 60"
diameter tanks, tapes are marked in
gallons. Tapes for 72" diameter tanks
are marked in gallons and liters.

For 90", 10’ and 12’ diameter vertical
tanks black lettering on 11 1/2"
wide clear vinyl which is adh#sive
backed and overlayed with Mylar for
chemical resistance. Tapes for 90"
diameter vertical tanks are marked in
200 gallon and 500 liter increments.
Tapes for 10’ and 12’ diameter tanks
marked in 500 gallon and 2000 liter in-
crements.

For horizontal FRP tanks, the top of
the gallonage tape is placed 7" below
top center line of the tank.

"-II01 CaN’t’Bill

d LINI

For horizontal polyethylene tanks, the
center line mark on the tape is placed on
side center line (mold parting line) of
tank. (Exception: for 23" diameter tanks,
follow instruction for FRP horizontal.)

IRIAIVIEINI’





SALT SPECIFICATIONS

The salt used for regeneration may be either Pure
Rock Salt or Kiln Dried Evaporated Salt. It should
be clean, white and air dry, containing no visible
foreign matter. It should be not less than 99.00%
Sodium Chloride and the impurities in it should not
exceed the following values:

Calcium
Magnesium
Silica

Not more than 0.2%
Not more than 0.1%
Not more than 0.5%

When i00 grams of the salt are dissolved in 500 ml
of distilled water at 60 F, the insoluble matter
should not exceed 0.5 grams.

The salt should not contain any large lumps or any
fine material. Large lumps do not dissolved properly
and fine material causes the salt to cake. For these
reasons the following limits are placed upon the grain
size of the salt.

Salt should all pass a 1/2" screen with not more than
5% passing through a 40-mesh U.S. Standard Screen and
not more than 1% passing through 50-mesh U. S. Standard
Screen.

RO|"|tQ R.O. BOX 11676, ROCK HILL, S.C. 29730, PHONE (803) 324-7600





A

DISCHARGE

D

OLD PIPE SIZE
NO. ALL PORTS N.PIT.

NEW INLET ’SUCTION SCHARGI
NO.

3/4" LL

1" LL

65A

66A
2"LL

68A

CLEAR"DIMENSIONS II ANCE

5.81 / 2.0 /[3.87 / t.5Jt.5
/ 149 /50.8 /98., ,8.1

180 / 57.1 / 124 44.4 /6.27

9.0 ’2.55’8.5/ 2.2 ’.330

i4.3? / 3.12 /11.25/ 3.0/3.0
/ 385 /19.24 / 285 6.2
/

SEE
NOTE

SERIES
NO.

62A
314" LL

63A
1" LL

64A
1-1/4" LL

65A
1-1/2" LL

66A
2" LL

67A
2-1/2" LL

68A
3"’ LL

SEE DRAW A
NOTE2 FACTOR B

ALL BRONZE CONSTRUCTION

NOTE:

NOTE:

THESE EJECTORS CAN HANDLE LIQUID

SEARING PAPTICUATE MATTER. THE DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE
MAXIMUM PARTICLE SIZE THAT CAN E PASSED
THROUGH EACH EJECTOR.

DRAW FACTOR WITHA FT. i1,52 METER| SUCTION LIFT
AND A S FT. OF WATER DISCHARGE HEAD.- DRAW FACTOR WITH A 10 FT. 13 METERI SUCTION LIFT
AND A 10 FT. OF WATER DISCHARGE HEAD.

TO OBTAIN DRAW RATE.MULTIPLY NOZZLE FLOW RATE BY
APPROPRIATE DRAW FACTOR AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF MEDIA.

NOZZLE FLOW RATE
GALl MIN LIT/MIN

INLET PRESSURE PSIG/kp(]

30

206 402755034460413 0
482

0

551

90
620

/ ,,.5 ,,2.0, /2T.3

//89.2/ 103 /113 /’123.6 /137.5,,r44.3,,,,./’158

/33S /378 /400 /446 ,/*4es /s4

,8 1.23 1.61 1.75 1.71 1.5

EXTERNA E=ECTO.





SODIUM CHLORIDE BRINE TABLE

Salom-
eter

Degrees
60 F.

0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
3O
32
34
36
38
4O
42
44
46
48
5O
52
54
56
58
6O
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
?8
8O
82
84
86
88

**88.3
90
92
94
96
98
99.6
I00

Specic Baume Per Cent Wt. of Pounds per Wt. of Pounds per
Gravity Degrees Sodium Gallon Gallon Cu. Ft. Cu. Ft.

Chloride of Brine of Brine of Brine of Brine

60 F. 60 F. By Wt. Lbs. NaC1 Water Lbs. NaC1 Water

1.000 0.0 0.000 8.33 0.00 8.33 62.30 0.00 62.30
1.004 0.6 0.528 8.36 0.04 8.32 62.55 0.33 62.22
1,007 1,0 1.056 8,30 0.09 8,30 62.74 0,66 62,08

1,011 1,6 1,584 8,42 0,13 8,29 62,99 1,00 61,99

1,015 2,1 2,112 8.45 0,18 8.27 63,23 1,34 61.89
1,019 2,7 2.640 8,49 0.22 8,27 63.48 1,68 61,80

1,023 3,3 3,167 8.52 0,27 8,25 63,73 2,02 61,71

1,026 3.7 3,695 8.55 0,32 8.23 63.92 2,36 61,56

1.030 4,2 4,223 8,58 0,36 8,22 64.17 2,71 61.46

1.034 4,8 4.751 8,61 0,41 8,20 64,42 3,06 61,36

1,038 5,3 5,279 8,64 0,46 8,18 64,67 3,41 61,26

1.042 5.8 5.807 8.68 0.50 8.18 64.92 3.77 61.15
1,046 6,4 6,335 8,71 0,55 8,16 65,17 4,13 61.04
1,050 6,9 6,863 8,74 0,60 8,14 65.41 4,49 60,92

1,054 7.4 7,391 8,78 0,65 8,13 65,66 4,85 60,81

1,058 7,9 7,919 8,81 0,70 8,11 65,91 5,22 60,69

1.062 8.5 8,446 8.84 0,75 8,09 66,16 5,59 60.57
1,066 9,0 8,974 8,88 0,80 8,08 66,41 5,96 60,45

1,070 9,5 9.502 8,91 0,85 8,06 66.66 6.33 60,33

1,074 10,0 10,030 8.94 0,90 8.04 66,91 6,71 60,20

1,078 10,5 10,558 8,98 0,95 8,03 67,16 7,09 60.07

1.082 11,0 11,086 9,01 1.00 8,01 67,41 7,47 59,94

1,086 11,5 11,614 9,04 1,05 7,99 6?.66 7.86 59,80

1,090 12,0 12,142 9,08 1,10 7.98 67,91 8,25 59,66

1,094 12.5 12,670 9.11 1,15 ?,96 68,16 8,64 59.52
1,098 12,9 13,198 9,14 1.21 7,93 68.40 9.03 59.37
1,102 13,4 13,725 9,18 1,26 7.92 68.65 9.42 59,23

1,106 13,9 14,253 9,21 1,1 7,90 68,90 9,82 59,08

1,110 14.4 14,781 9,24 1,37 7,87 69,15 10,22 58.93
1,14 14,8 15,309 9,28 1,42 7,86 69,40 10,63 58,77

1.118 15,3 15,837 9,31 1.48 7,83 69,65 11.03 58,62

1.122 15,8 16,365 9,34 1,53 7.81 69,90 11,44 58,46

1,126 16,2 16,893 9.38 1.58 7,80 70,15 11,85 58.30
1,130 16,7 17,421 9,41 1,64 7.77 70,40 12,26 58,14

1,135 17,2 17,949 9,45 1.70 7,75 70,71 12,69 58,02

1,139 17.7 18.477 9,49 1,75 7,74 70,96 13,11 57,85

1,143 18,1 19,004 9,52 1,81 7,71 71,21 13,53 57,68

1,147 18,6 19,532 9,55 1,87 7,68 71,46 13.96 57,50

1,152 19,1 20,060 9,59 ,93 7,66 71,77 14,40 57,37

1,156 19,6 20.588 9,63 1,98 7,65 72.02. 14,83 57,19

1,160 20,0 21,116 9,66 2,04 7,62 72,2? 15.26 57,01

1,164 20,4 21,644 9,69 2,10 7.59 72,52 15,70 56.82
1,168 21.0 22.172 9,74 2,16 7,58 72.83 16,15 56,68

1,172 21,4 22.700 9,77 2,22 7,55 73,08 16,59 56,49

1,177 21,9 23,228 9.81 2,28 7,53 73,39 17,05 56,34

1,178 22,0 23,300 9,82 2,29 7,53 73,43 17,12 56,31

1,182 22.3 23,756 9,84 2.34 7,50 73,64 17,49 56,15

1,186 22,7 24,283 9,88 2,40 7,48 73,89 17,94 55,95

1,191 23,3 24,811 9.92 2,46 7,46 74,20 18.41 55,79

1,195 23,7 25,339 9,95 2,52 7,43 74,45 18,87 55.58
1,200 24,2 25,867 9,99 2,59 7,40 74,76 19,34 55,42

1,203 24,5 26,285 10,02 2,63 7,39 74,95 19,70 55,25

1,204 24,6 26,395 10,03 2,65 7,38 75,01 19,80 55,21

Freezing*
Point

"C. ’F.

0.0 +32.0
-0.3 +31, 5
-0.5 +31
-0, 8 +30 5
-1. +30 0
-I, 5 +29 3
-1,8 +28 8
-2, +28 2
-2, 4 +27 6
-2, 8 +27 0
-3, 1 +26 4
-3, 5 +25 7
-3.8 +25.1
-4.2 +24.4
-4.6 +23, 7
-5, C +23, 0
-5.4 +22.3
-5.8 +21,6
-6, 2 +20.8
-6, 6 +20, 2
-7.0 +19.4
-7.4 +18.7
-7.8 +17.9
-8.3 +17.0
-8.8 +16.2
-9,2 +15,4
-9, 7 +14, 5

-10,2 +13,7
-10,7 +12.8
-11,2 +11,8
-11,7 +10,9
-12,3 + 9,9
-12,8 + 8,9
-13,3 + 8,0
-14.0 + 6.8
-14.6 + 5.7
-15.2 + 4.6
-15,8 + 3,5
-16,5 + 2,2
-17,2 + 1,0
-17,9 0,3
-]8,7 1,6
-19,3 2,8
-20.1 4.1
-21.0 5.8
-21. I 6,
-8.4 1.1
-15.1 4.8
-11.6 -ll.l

7.8 -18.0
3,6 -25,5

+ -0, 2 -32, 2

*Temperatures at which freezing begins. Ice forms, brine concentrates, and freezing point lowers to eutectic.

**Eutectic point. For brines stronger than eutectic, the temperatures shown are the saturation temperatures
for sodium chloride dihydrate. Brines stronger than eutectic deposit excess sodium chloride as dihydrate

when cooled, and freeze at eutectic.

? Transition temperature from anhydrous salt to dihydrate.

(R) Saturated sodium chloride brine at 60 F. (15.6 C.).

Form No. 1025-60
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AIR VALVE No. 4 QUICK VALVE

Float-type vent with single non-adjustable port
especially designed for use with Steam Unit
Heaters. Vents air, when present, with rising.

dropping, or steady r
pressure.

Size Conn.:

" female x ]A" male
straight shank
Operatin9 Press.:
up to 35 PSI
Max. Press.:
35 PSi

water vents
No. 790 WATER VALVE
Especially designed for re-
moving air from convectors.
baseboard, and wall radia-
tion. Safety drain connec-
tion at the top for discharg-
ing moisture entrained in
the vented air. Fitting and
ferrule for s" OD tubing.
Telescopic Siphon Tube.

Conn.:

" straight shank
Max. Oper. Press.: 30 PSI

No. 79 WATER MAIN
VENT VALVE

Designed for use on hot
or cold water mains ind
process applications.
Tapped at top for "I.P.S. safety drain connec-
tion for discharging mois-
ture entrained in the
vented air. Built-in Check
Valve.
Size Conn.:
t/z" female x 3A" male
straight shank
Max. Oper. Press.: 75 PSI
--will withstand hydrostatic
pressures of 200 PSI

No. 791 WATER VALVE
Designed for convectors and
small mains. Safety drain
connection at top for dis-
charging moisture entrained
in the vented air. Fitting
and ferrule for Ti’s" OD tub-
ing.Telescopic Siphon Tube.

Size Conn.:
tA" straight shank
Max. Oper. Press.: 50 PSI

No. 78 WATER MAIN
VENT VALVE

Designed for use on high
pressure hot or cold water
mains and process applica-
tions. Cast brass body.
Safety drain connection
for discharging moisture
entrained in the vented
air. Tapped at top for "I.P.S. Built-in Check
Valve.
Size Conn.:
]A" straight shank
Max. Oper. Press.: 150
--will withstand hydrostatic
pressures of 450 PSI

Thermostatic air vent for steam systems and
process equipment. Operates on temperature
changes only; does not close against water.

Quick vent must be installed.._. on a nipple 6" to 10" above
_"2=C horizontal return, which

"’! inust be at least 18" above

! the boiler water line.

"’*, ’/z" Female x " male
Max. Oper. Press.:
25 PSi

No. 500 AIR VALVE

A disc-type vent. with built-
in Check Valve, designed
for venting systems either
manually or automatically.
Discs can be replaced with-
out draining the system.

Size Conn.:

" straight shank

Max. Water Press.: 50 PSI

No. 792 HIGH PRESSURE
WATER VENT

Designed for releasing air from
hot or cold water mains, hy-
dronic heating and chilling sys-
tems storage and processing
tanks filters, centrifugal pumps.
Cast iron body and cover, stain-
less steel interior.

Max. Oper. Prese.:
250 PSIG
Max. Temp.:
300F
Hy. Pree:
to 350 PSIG

miscellaneous
No. 550 AIR CHAMBER No. 3 STEAM AIR LINE No. 62 VACUUM No. 793

VALVE BREAKER DRAIN VALVE

A thermostatic air vent de-
signed for use on
Air Line or Paul P’--t--
Systems. Ther-
mostat only--
No float.

Primarily designed for use on
convectors which are not
provided with built-in air
chambers or air collection fit-
tings. It is all brass construc-
tion and provided with a
drain tube. Ideal for use with

No. 500 Air Vent. t/-
Straight shank connection
tapped at the top for " con-
nection. Volume is 6 cubic
inches.

Max. Water Press.: tO0 PSI
Max. Steam Press.: 25 PSi

Size Conn.:
Inlet ,, outlet
tA" I.P.S.
Max. Operating
Press.: 25 PSi
to vacuum

Designed for use on closed
vessels and piping systems to
control induced
vacuum within
safe limits. Ad-
justable from

to 20" (mer-
cury) vacuum.

Size Conn.:
straight shank
Max. Operatin9
Press.: 150 PSI

Pane 2

To remove water automatically
from compressed air tanks, air
separators, drip points and after
coolers with rain- -a a...
imum air loss.
Cast iron body
and cover, stain-
less steel interior.

Max. Prese.:
250 PSIG
Cold Water:
100 F Max. temp.

Hy. PreSs.:
to 350 PSIG
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RETAINING NOZZLE FOFo’

Date

5-’9 -73

NONE
No.
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